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Vote shows lack of participation
BY STUART JOHNSON

on an issue as important as war makes
me sick."
Stephanie Henninger, sophomore
The Gulf War resolution, oppos- nursing major, added "It's too bad
ing the negative effects of war on that students couldn't get out to vote
education, failed in a Feb. 5 referen- and take a stand on an issue that
dum vote, with only 4.3 percent of the affects their education and future."
Winona State
Sophomore poUniversity stulitical science madent population
jor Randall
participating.
McDowell shared
"It's too bad that stuFor the refersimilar sentiments.
dents couldn't get out
endum to be
He said, "Three
implemented, it
hundred and six
to vote and take a
needed a simple
showed up to
majority of 716
vote!? That's abstand on an issue that
ballots cast (10
surd! On a univerpercent of WSU
sity campus that is
affects their education
students). Howsuppose to aspire
ever, only 306
toward creating
and future."
students voted on
students with a
the referend urn. If
global perspective,
passed, the resoStephanie Henninger utilizing critical
lution would
analysis of ishave effectively
sues—especially of
dictated the opinthis magnitude,
ion of the Winona State University one would expect more."
:student body.
Students also expressed concern
Of those who voted, 161 disagreed, over whether or not the issue should
135 agreed, 7 abstained and 3 ballots have been presented reflecting a uniwere considered invalid.
versal opinion.
The referendum was originally
Mark Bergmann, senior computer
introduced to the student senate by science major, said, "I'm pleased it
former senator Ann Burfcind. Her did not pass because (the war) is too
hope was to have the senate take a divisive an issue. It is not the place of
stand on it. Instead, the senate sent the student senate to take a stand on
the issue to referendum, allowing the the issue."
students to speak for themselves.
Junior political science major,
However, few students bothered Angie Ogren, disagreed.
to take advantage of the opportunity
"The senate and the student body
to do so. Afterward, many were ap- should have taken a stand on this
palled by the low turnout at the polls. issue," she said. 'This only displays
Heather Smith, sophomore nurs- the apathetic nature of this campus."
ing major, said, "The fact that less
Some students said that they were
than five percent of the students voted either not aware of the refcrenWinonan Staff

Bemidji
A pro-war group has formed
at Bemidji State University in
response to the anti-war group
Students Against Military Solutions (SAMS) that formed recently.
The Coalition of Troop Support plans to gather signatures
on a petition in support of the
war.

Mankato
A Mankato State University
graduate student was recently
sworn in as a new member of
the Mankato City Council.
The addition of David
Waisanen puts an end to a
twenty-year lapse of no student
representation in the City
Council.
Waisanen expects to ad dress
concerns that affect both the
city and the university. He said
the major concern is parking.

Marshall

Minneapolis
Minnesota higher education
leaders will publicly declare
their commitment to reduce racial intolerance by signing a
declaration on Feb. 9 at Metro
State University.
Representing public and
private higher education institutions, these and other higher
education leaders will be publicly declaring their intention
to promote multicultural
learning communities free of
harassment, to establish guidelines for behavior which exemplify standards of civility,
and to promote acceptance and
respect for the individual.

Weather
Oh Ya!
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Winona/Cities
Thursday: Dry
High of 35
Low of 15
Friday: Mild
High of 35
Low of 15
Weekend: Sunny
High of 40
Low of 15
Information provided by the
Natibnal Weather Service
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Jennifer von Allmen/Asst. Photo Editor
Lisa Janke, senior elementary education major, casts her ballot in the referendum while Denise Matthews, freshman paralegal major, puts ballots into an envelope and Ann Burfiend, junior political
science major, searches for Janke's name in the computer printout.

dum or that the phrasing was too
ambiguous.
Jean Heimer, sophomore nursing
major, echoed this view.
"I was confused about (the
referendum's) purpose, so I didn't

take the time to vote," she said. "What Perhaps if all the clubs on campus
would my insignificant 'check' would have been told, more people
mean?"
would have voted. I didn't see any
Junior marketing information signs in other buildings other than
systems major, Abdul Shams, said, "I Kryzsko Commons, and not everyone
didn't know what it was all about. comes in here."

Krueger opts for one grad ceremony
By REBECCA A. GEHRTS

his decision was tradition.
"One of the ongoing traditions of
a university is commencement," he
The verdict is finally in for said. "In order to change such a tradigraduation at Winona State Univer- tion, I needed more time. I just didn't
sity: spring quarfeel comfortable
ter commence
enough doing it."
ment will be held
Another factor
in one ceremony,
that influenced his
"One of the ongoing
and each gradudecision was the
traditions of a univerate will be limited
attitude of the facto four guests.
ulty.
sity is commenceThat decision
"The faculty
ment."
was made last
feel that it's their
week by Presiday too," he said.
dent Darrell
"They feel almost
Darrell Krueger
Krueger after
as if those diplonearly three
mas are partly
months of delibtheirs, too. And
erating and consulting bargaining they didn't want to have to break up
units.
into two groups. They feel more
Krueger opted for one ceremony unified in one ceremony."
despite recommendations by the
However, Student Senate Presistudent senate and the commence- dent Steve Carswell said unity of the
ment committee to hold two separate students is more important. He said
programs.
having all five colleges graduate in
He said the main concern behind one ceremony decreases the personal
News Editor

The Student Activity Fund
Allocation Committee at
Southwest State University has
announced that there is a shortfall of more than $15,000 in
projected activity fees.
More than $170,000 in activity fees was projected for this
year but enrollment didn't
jump as much as expected so
there is $15,824 less in activity
fees than expected.
The shortfall affects funding for this year; funding for
many clubs and organizations
was reduced.
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feeling of it.
"With 800 students walking across
stage," he said, "they would feel more
unified graduating with just those
from their college, instead of all five."
Penny Gresham, dean of academic
services and enrollment management, chaired the commencement
committee. She said the committee's
recommendation for two ceremonies
had been based on past years' problems. Last year there was no limit on
guests, and severe overcrowding resulted.
"There was a three-hour ceremony, and people were walking out
all the time," she said. "We simply
could not have the same thing."
To prevent overcrowding, each
graduate will be issued four tickets
for guests. Although tickets aren't
popular, both Krueger and the committee sec them as necessary.
"Nobody likes it," Gresham said.
'This committee doesn't like it; President Krueger doesn't like it; students
don't like it. But in order to deal with

"Students get the impression that by cutting all
these little things out of the ceremony, all they're
doing is watering down the ceremony. And why hold
only one ceremony if all it's doing is watering it
down?"
Steve Carswell
the large numbers, we have to do it."
Thecommittee is working on other
options to cut down the length of the
ceremony as well.
"One thing we will be doing is
limiting the time allowed to the
speakers," Gresham said. "We will
have to be emphatic about it this year."
The two speakers, one student and
one invited from outside the university, will be allowed a total of 20
minutes.
Time will also be saved this year
by the elimination of the honor guard.

The ROTC unit, which previously
handled the duty, is leaving WSU
after this spring; the members will
have handed in their uniforms by the
time commencement is held.
Gresham estimated that another
15 minutes will be saved by a change
in the scripts. The president will now
con fer all degrees at once. Previously,
the ritual had been performed separately for each college.

See Ceremony, page 3

Students share opinions during forum
PETTIT
Asst. Variety Editor

By JENNIFER

A group of about 20 students
gathered Monday night to voice their
concerns about the Persian Gulf
situation.
The forum was organized by the
student senate's public relations
committee.
Steve Carswell, student senate
president, served as the moderator.
He said that he was chosen to
moderate because he is the only person on senate who hasn't spoken
about the Persian Gulf issue.
Mary Beth Clark, a senior history
major, was the first to address the
group. She said that everyone should
support the resolution offered by the
Feb. 5 referendum because it does not
condemn the war effort but rather the
hatred that is a by-product of war.
"In the long run we all want
peace," she said. "The resolution is
neutral. We can all oppose the hatred
war creates even if we see the war as
necessary."
The student referendum was also
addressed by Student Senators Ed
Moreland and Dave Ross.
Moreland, a junior public relations
and political science major, said he
was in opposition of the resolution.
"If we vote yes, it's going to make

a blanket statement for the whole
university," he said. "It's not fair to
force the beliefs of one organization on the whole university. I urge
people to vote no."
Ross, a junior political science
major, said he would like to review
student's GPAs at the end of the
quarter to see how much, if at all, the
war has had an affect on students'
scholastics.
He said, in reference to the referendum, that war protesters have a
"roundabout way of saying things."
He cited the rally and march in
Washington D.C. on Jan. 26. He said
that the event, instead of condemning
U.S. military action, turned into a
forum for women's and homosexuals' rights.
Other students also voiced concerns about how international students are being discriminated against
at WSU and in the Winona community and the positive affects of the
war.
Jodi Marafiot, a junior nursing
major, said that she isn't judging
whether the war is good or bad.
'There are good things about this
war," she said. "Look at all the people
coming together to support all the
troops; look at that love."
Marafiot said that when she is
asked her opinion on the war she

says,"I'm for the troops."
Bob Mathias, a freshman, indicated that he was in the reserves.
With his voice faltering, he said that
he knows people that are in the
Middle East right now.
"A lot of my friends are over there.
I can't even talk to them and they
usually don't have time to write me,"
he said.
Carswell then used Mathias as a
hypothetical example of how students
view the people dying in the war.
"Can we look at these deaths in
terms on numbers? Don't we have to
look at the people whose lives Bob's
affects?" Carswell asked.
Robert Carlson, a freshman business administration and management
major, said he doesn't feel people can
judge the loss of human life in terms
of numbers.
"You have to consider everything
on an individual basis," he said. "You
can't just blow it off by saying that's
what they (the soldiers) are there
for."
Carswell also addressed the group
on issues such as chemical warfare,
prisoners of war and how long the
United States will be involved in war

Jennifer von Allmen/Asst. Photo Editor
See Forum, page 3

Ed Moreland signals his wish to speak last Monday night during the
Gulf Forum in the Purple Rooms of Kryzsko Commons. A variety of
opinions were expressed during the forum.
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Faculty member seeks protection
for student protestors on campus

Briefs
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W ile Bennett doesn't think that
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that ................
the university can control what hap- safe
pens off-campus, she thinks somer. .... Ah0 .......g of di rent vie**. Now,
. ..
knOW
thing can be done on campuSitlef"" ...
She 441,:oloi*ras glad :tha t:
resolution offers no suggestions a s to
what policy the administratiotti .. one careCF*000:Vii#0404664he
should adopt, but Bennett said it could ::!!!)-gs04.000(40figitteiIiiesitOns what
0 ... can or
be anything fromproviding11110, 6Tadfiiini.....
is instituted
.. . "Just because
at on-campus events to
sanctions for disregard of that policy. ,;:;;doesn't mean that ..................
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She said she doesn't know what's ii it," she said.
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,
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going to come out of her proposal
studen
t
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........
feels the issue is "twofold," involving the 'ff0d OA/ Fa ai 1 t y
the safety of the students and the AgaingilWar; , SaidllBenneti*Asoluliability of the university.
tioni40 on the'ilght track. ..
The resolution will go to a Meet Ihe administration here has an
and Confer with President Darrell obligation to ensure that all groups
KruegeronFeb.18;theadministration are able to exercise their First
will then respond. Amendment rights," he said.
Student opinions are varied.
He said he's tired of hearing the
One student, who asked not to be administration say that they don't
identified, said she was threatened want any events like those in the
with rape during the Jan. 17 march. 1960s.
"In my opinion, they (the ad minShe said it has changed her outlook
on the campus as a whole.
istration) arc making all the same
"At first I was terrified to walk on mistakes," Lanz said.
campus, and I was always looking
Lanz said that in addition to a
around for those people that were formal policy, more open dialogue
throwing things and shouting," she needs to be instituted, and there needs
said. to be an avenue to express feelings.
"Now, I guess my fear of those "There is a lot of tension and stress
people has lessened but not my fear right now," he said. "I think someof what theanger that arises from this thing needs to be done; look what
situation (the war) is going to bring. happened two weeks ago."
.... ... .

Two new scholarships established
Two new scholarship ttave bee#4.i;t4blish03A the WSU Foundation
and are seeking
,, Ler
- A scholarship has been
lgalgished *in* R4p:Agipfifrank Tolmie,
Father of Pat Tolmie, a member of educatiOtiaepairtniOnt faculty. The
scholarship recipient . ...11,4g#6.0.01e CollegOkif Ed ucatiiiii. Frank Tolmie,
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...
Cochrane-Fountain cay.,Wis.; and Bl m .
.. .........
- A scholarship has b*. establish .. .
. .................. elS and Betty
Nielsen, parents of Dennit Niei . ........ ..
College Science and
Engineering. Mts ............ . wdiqaw and Mr. 'Nielsen passed
away Jan. 4, 19q t , ... ....
.
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............ ............
The WSU Student Senate LegOkitive' Affairs ComitOgipe is planning
Lobby Day '91 at the State Capitol.-1i St. PAIsifibr Wedneiaay, Feb. 13.
The committee is encouraging• many WSU students as possible to
join with those from other state . universities to rally for higher education.
The Student Senate asks faculty members to be cooperative in excusing
students from classes that day.

NC Poetry contest accepting entries
Poetry submissions for the National Colleg,.
Concours"1991
poetry contest are being acepted until March 31. Poets should send one
original poem, no more than 20 lines, with name and address on the top of
the page, to American Poetry Association, Dept. CO-84, 250-A Portero St.
P.O. Box 1803 Santa Cruz, CA 95061.
The grand prize is $1,000, and first prize is $500.Prizes will be awarded
to the top five

Japanese study opportunities on hand
The Japan-United States Friendship Commission sponsors a variety of
grant programs supporting Japanese research at home and abroad,
workshops on teaching Japanese, seminars on teaching Japanese studies,
and funds for acquiring Japan-related instructional materials.
The deadline for applications is March 1, 1991. Interested faculty
should contact Nancy Peterson in the WSU Grants Office, SomsenHall,
Room 221, phone 457-5519.

Winonan Staff

Deaanz

Sandra Bennett
to be safe while demonstrating and
exercising their First Amendment
rights," she said.
The resolution, which the faculty
senate unanimously passed, is a call
for the administration at WSU to take
action regarding the safety of demonstrators.
Specifically, the resolution calls for
"the administration to take action to
protect the rights of all students to
peaceably assemble and express their
views without fear of physical abuse
and threats to their safety by issuing
a policy on campus demonstrations
and providing security when necessary."

Pregnant
and afraid?
There is a friend who cares

pirthright

"Save•a•Sweet•Heart"

452-2421

'91-92 Financial aid packets available
The Family Financial Statement packets for the 1991-92 academic
school year are available in the Financial Aid Office, 108 Somsen ?.; -+.1 the
Student Senate Office in Kryzsko Commons.
For priority consideration, applications should be postmarked to ACT
no later than April 1, 1991. Applications should include information from
a completed 1990 tax return.
Students who have a complete and accurate application on file by May
15, 1991, are generally assured that their aid will be available at the start
of the school year.
All applications completed after May 15 will be processed on a rolling
basis and financial aid checks scheduled throughout the quarter.

.......
..

By JENNIFER PETTIT
During wartime, free expression
may need to be tempered when
tempers flare as they did during the
January demonstration in Winona.
Sandra Bennett is trying to help
combat part of the problem.
Bennett, an English professor at
Winona State University, introduced
a resolution to the WSU faculty senate Jan. 28 to guarantee the safety of
persons demonstrating on campus.
Bennett said the resolution arose
out of the Jan. 17 march for peace and
non-aggression. The march from
WSU to Saint Mary's College was
filled with anger and aggression.
Counter demonstrators, carrying
American flags and chanting "USA,
USA," approached the marchers, who
were carrying signs with slogans such
as "No blood for oil," and threw
snowballs and eggs and shouted profanities and hate phrases.
Bennett said that although she did
not participate in the demonstration
herself, she heard about the march.
She said her resolution is not to provide safety for anti-war demonstrators, but for everyone.
"Everybody should have the right

•

free pregnancy test

free confidential help

Watch for Details:
Winona County Tobacco
F'revention Project &
WSU Health Service

usiness program offered in Vienna
The second Minnesota StateUniVersity System International Business
Institute Summer Prograrniti'Vienna, Austria, is being offered from July
15 through Aug. I
,
The program Was developed in response to emerging challenges of
"Europe199r. and the changeS:-in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union.
It was designed to:prepare students for the global marketplace and build
theirknowled ge ofEuropea n business practices, language and traditions.
•The program is locatedi Vienna because of Austria's place as a cultural
and economic gateway':` Ween the Western and Eastern trading countries.
ClassesWilIbe con& t,scl at theEconomic University, Vienna. Mankato
State 'UniversitySlnternational
Business Institute is coordinating the
•
program. •..
All students enrolled at a Minnesota State University —Bemidji,
Mankato,Metropolitan,Moorhead, St. Cloud, Southwest or Winona—and
in cr (led standing are eligible to participate in this program. Applications
ill be accepted on a first-come, first-served basis.
Th-, cost of the program will include airfare to and from Vienna, tuition,
Fe 'As, room and board (buffet breakfast and most dinners). The total
cost 01:he five-week program, including a six-day stay in Krakow, Poland,
and a weekend excursion to Budapest, Hungary, will be approximately
$2,750. Scholarships are available.
Students may enroll for up to 10 credits and are expected to take one
course from each of two components—international business and language and culture. The international business component includes courses
in principles of international business seminar, international marketing,
and international accounting; and the language and culture component
includes courses in German and contemporary Europe. An individual
study component is also available.
More information is available from Dr. Basil J. Janavaras, director,
International Business Institute at Mankato State University, MSU Box
145, P.O. Box 8400, Mankato, MN 56002-8400, call (507)389-1600 or 1-800722-0544. He advises early application as space is limited.

end early. Stay late.

Winter quarter final exam schedule revised
The following is the revised final exam schedule for winter quarter.
The times were inadvertently scheduled with only 15 minute intervals
when there should have been 30 minute intervals to accommodate the
traffic between the WSU and College of St. Teresa campuses. There are
also changes in the final exam dates for Monday and Tuesday evening
classes.
The first column is the final exam time for classes scheduled at the time
and day listed in column two.
Monday, Feb. 25
8-10 a.m.
10:30-12:30 p.m.
1-3 p.m.
3:30-5:30 p.m.
6-8 p.m.
8:30-10:30 p.m.

8 or 8:30 a.m.
MTWRF
11 or 11:30 a.m. MWF
10 or 10:30 a.m. TR
3 or 3:30 p.m.
MTWRF
1 or 1:30 p.m.
MWF
4 or 4:30 p.m.
MTWRF

Tuesday, Feb. 26
8-10 a.m.•
10:30-12:30 p.m
1,3 p.m,
3:30-5:30 pmi„ .
6.8 p.m.
8:30-10:30•.

9 or 9:30 a.m.
MWF
11 or 11:30 a.m. TR
12 or 12:30 a.m. MWF
2 or 2:30 p.m.
TR
1 or 1:30 p.m.
TR
Final exam in case of conflict

ednesday, Feb. 27
&IQ OP::
10:3012: p.
1-3 p,nts
3:30-5M p.m.

9 or 9:30 a.m.
TR
-Igor 10:30 a.m. MWF
1:2Sor 12:30 a.m. TR
MWF
2 or 2:30 p.m.

e's
Beat out the competition this Valentin
with some terrific strategy. Just call your FTD® Florist
Basket Bouquet. And to be sure your Valentine g
And she may ask you to st d

Bening andSartirdarmOrning classes
Mon. evening classes
Mort: evening, Feb. 25
Tues. evening classes
Tues. evening
Feb.
26
. '
Wed. evening classes
Wed. evening, Feb. 20
Thurs. evening classes
Thurs. evening, Feb. 21
Sat. morning classes
Sat. Morning, Feb 23
*livening and Saturday classes that meet two or more times per week
use the last class meeting for final examination. The last class day is the
last class meeting scheduled prior to the first final exam scheduled for day
classes.

7)

Registered trademark of 171). 01991171).
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Sweep it up!

Student s

Winona State. University this \v .

ter quarter will b-c honored:. --a
reception on Wdes
The reception ■71
to 6 p.m. in BaldwiiC :
short program at .51,$
The reception is heitti:i4- pl:ti(&
a formal commencementprograiii
and has gairicN.1 much
S
a memo to faculty
President Darrell Kri00H:.5ali.:
'This event enables the niversit
community to recognize:
dents for their accomplishrrients:ester
Some of them will riot be able to Beni
return for commencement in May,.'
Th i:, wiU be the second year such
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Ceremony

Forum

Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1
Carol Dose/Photo Editor

One item the committee discussed
cutting, but opted to leave intact, is

and in the Mideast region.

At times he was pointed in his
the musical selection by the orches- questions.
In directing a question to Student
tra. The orchestra will instead be
asked to limit its selection to five min- Senator Daryl Kyle about South Africa, Carswell asked, "What's the difutes.
Ron Butterfield, counselor for the ference between them? Why hasn't
Rochester Center and committee the United States or the United Namember, said cutting the selection tions done anything about apartwould cut too much from the cer- heid?"
Kyle responded that apartheid had
emony.
"If you cut it too much, it gets too been going on long before the creation
hygienic," he said. "It loses some of of the United Nations. He said that
each situation must be looked at on a
its pomp."
Carswell agrees, but said that too case by case basis.
"Over a period of time we've gotmuch may already have been cut.
"Students get the impression that ten a peaceful change," Kyle said in
by cutting all these little things out of reference to W. F. de Klork's recent
the ceremony, all they're doing is abolishment of apartheid. "More
people in South Africa get killed by
watering down the ceremony. And
why hold only one ceremony if all it's other citizens than by the governmont."
doing is watering it down?"
Spring commencement will be
The forum fell short of the two
held at 10 a.m. on Saturday, May 25.
hours allocated for it.
The program will begin at 10 a.m.

Marc Dronen, sophomore public affairs major, reaches to
block a shot during a broom ball game last Saturday afternoon. Dronen and nine other WSU students attended Inter
Varsity Christian Fellowship's annual Break Away confer-

ence near Brainerd last weekend. Students from several
schools in Minnesota and North Dakota were involved in the
regional conference which featured a variety of workshops
and a dance.

FREE

SCHOIMEINPTIrWOHROMIfElEODN FOR

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

Bea
Red Cross
Volunteer

Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic interests,
career plans, family heritage and place of residence.
• There's money available for students who have been newspaper carriers,
grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers . etc.
- Results GUARANTEED.

07w American
Red Cross

CALL
ANYTIME

1-800-542-5174

IF YOU ARE GRADUATING BY NOVEMBER
1991
Plan to attend
Sponsored-by thePlacement Offices
of the Minnesota
State University
System

P
C,WOUS
JOB BM 91

March
19-20,
1991
St. Paul
Civic
Center

• Explore your job field with over 100 employers from local, regional, & national firms.
• Explore internship opportunities.
• Interview opportunities with prospective employers
• Establish contacts with employers to increase your employment opportunities.
• All alumni and seniors registered with the placement office graduating by Nov. 1991 are eligible to sign up.
• Take advantage of this special opportunity - REGISTER TODAY!

BELOW IS A PARTIAL LISTING OF EMPLOYERS WHO WILL BE ATTENDING:
Air Quality Engineering, Inc.
American Family Insurance
Army & Air Force Exchange Serv.
Becker CPA Review Course
E.W. Blanch Co.
Cargill, Inc.-Nutrena Feed Divn.
Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese
City of St. Paul
Clear with Computers
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency
CSC Partners
Cytrol, Inc.
Deluxe Corp.
Drug Enforcement Admin.
Ebenezer Society
Bureau of Mines
Dept. of Agriculture

Electronic Data Systems
Farm Bureau Ins.
Farmland Industries, Inc.
Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Bureau Of Investigation
Federated Insurance
First Batik System
Foot Locker
Franchise Associates/Arby's
Great Mains Softwear
G.R. Herberger's, Inc.
IDS Finincial Services
Keebler
Kmart Apparel Corp.
Land O'Lakes, Inc.
Internal Revenue Service
Veterans Administration

Life USA Insurance Co.
Mathews, Holmquist & Assoc., Inc.
M aurices
Merck Sharp & Dohme
Pharmaceuticals
Methodist Hospital
Metro Sales, Inc.
Mid-America Festivals
Mpls. Children's Medical Center
MN Dept of Corrections
MN Dept of Employee Relations
MN Dept. of Jobs and Training
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Minnesota Mutual Life
MN Pollution Control Agency
North Star Resource Group
Fedral Prision Systems
Alcohol Tabacoo and Firearms

Northern States Power Company
Pizza Hut, Inc.
The Principal Financial Group
Program Resources, Inc.
The Prudential Insurance Co.
The Prudential Ins Co of America
Purina Mills, Inc.
Radio Shack/Tandy Corp.
C.H. Robinson Company
St. Paul Companies
Schwan's Sales Enterprises
Software AG of North America, Inc.
State Farm Insurance
Super Valu Stores, Inc.
Sysco Minnesota
Immigration & Naturalization
Social Security Administration

Tires Plus Stores
Toys "R" Us
UARCO, Inc.
United Power Association
U.S. Air Force
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
U.S. Marine Corps Officer
Selection
Upjohn Company
Vanity
Wausau Insurance Companies
West Publishing Co.
Fish & Wildlife
Holiday Companies
Methodist Hospital

Space is limited - stop in the WSU PLACEMENT OFFICE to register!
WSU PLACEMENT OFFICE • 110 GILDEMEISTER HALL • 457-5340
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'Theatre of the Mind' creator deserves a hand
Feb. 16 marks the end of a 20-year Winona State
University tradition- a traditon that deserves to be
ushered out with a special round of applause for Vivian
Fusillo.
Theatre of the Mind, Fusillo's brainchild of over two
decades, will be performed for its 21st and final time at
9 p.m. in the Magnus Theater on Feb. 16.
TOTM, as the production is usually referred to, is
produced entirely by students involved in Fusillo's
"Oral Interpretation" classes. She came up with the idea
for TOTM, a potpourri of skits, plays and original work
on a common theme, and was originally turned down
when she proposed the production of the project to the
theater department.
Firm in her belief that the undertaking was worthwhile, she financed the premiere production
singlehandedly.
It proved more than successful and has remained
her "baby" ever since.
Her faith in an idea and tenacity are commendable.
They are the traits in a professor a student needs to see

and emulate.
The example she has set for actuating an idea despite
initial skepticism remains applicable to all of us even
after the final curtain. Former students have realized
this and use the creative and disciplinary skills acquired through TOTM and Fusillo in their careers.
Some who have become teachers create their own
version of TOTM.
Now, they will have to be,the ones to carry on the
spirit of TOTM since Fusillo has decided to stop producing it. She may be taking a sabbatical next year, and
departmental changes have made production difficult.
We believe Fusillo has given the students of WSU
an excellent example to follow as well as the opportunity
to participate in a production unique to our school.
Additionally, her insight and theatrical talents have
benefitted the entire Winona community.
Thanks, Vivian and congratulations on 20 years of
TOTM. Consider this a standing ovation.
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Letters to the Editor
Staff reporter's
objectivity is
questioned
Dear Editor,

"I didn't vote on the referendum
because of the deceitfulness of the
advertising. Self interest is best
served by ambiguity."

"Yes, because not only do I cart,
about my education, but I believe all
students have the right to know the
truth about this war."

"I don't want to vote. If I gave a
negative opinion some people will
not like that, and it will make trouble.
I don't want to make an argument."

Steve Kerekes
Junior math major

Lisa Mallon
Junior elementary education
major

Abdullah Al-Khamis
Senior computer science major

As I read Stuart Johnson's headline article in the Jan. 24 issue of the
Winonan on the confrontations
which occurred during the peace
protest on Jan. 17, it occurred to me
that this article was definitely slanted.
Then I got to the opinion section on
page 5 and guess who was the author of an article against involvement in the Gulf? None other than
Stuart Johnson.
Why is a clearly opinionated
person concerning the gulf issue
writing and reporting on the opinions and reactions of WSU faculty
and students to the events of the
Gulf? This article is written by a biased reporter who then passes that
bias into the article.
This is an ugly violation of journalistic integrity and duty. Reporters should be objective and unbiased.
They shouldn't slant stories.
I believe the violent actions of
those select few during the protest
were unexcusable. I also believe that
slanted articles like this one are intolerable, and journalists who write
them belong behind the counter at a
White Castle and not behind a
typewriter.

Lance R. McMorrow
Junior economics major

Vote fails to
represent all
parties

"Yes, any opportunity to vote is a
chance to make your opinion count.
This question should make students
realize the impact on society that
war does in fact have. Vote, but
know why you vote the way you do, Dear Editor,
if possible."
The recent issue which was hotly
disputed in the student senate, i.e.,
Ed Zachary
taking a stand on the Middle East
Junior health administration
war, shows a need for consideration
of an important principle.
major
There are numerous bodies which
take stands on societal issues. Many
are lobbying or pressure groups. We
join and support these if we feel
strongly enough about the issue.
There are also numerous bodies
which we join more or less incidentally, in some cases of necessity, to
carry out some other activity or need.
Examples would be churches, labor

"No, I do not feel that the referendum represents my views—whether
I voted to agree or disagree. Each
separate person must decide for
themselves where they stand, and
then make that stand. I support the
troops. Many of my friends from
high school are there. I want the
troops home and this police action
over."

Jean Oedsma
Sophomore elementary
education major
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unions, professional organizations
and civic groups. These organizations have no ethical right to speak
for their memberships on controversial issues of society.
I think that in taking a stand in
either side of the Mideast issue, the
student senate would have been seriously violating the rights of numerous students on one side or the
other of the issue.
Merely polling the members of
the senate and reporting the count
would be quite a different matter.
Organizations such as those examples mentioned earlier, frequently
commit serious violations of ethics
in this manner. Often these violations
take the form of organizationally
supporting political candidates or
legislation.

Archie Beighly
Retired Professor

Don't judge
others actions
Dear Editor,
In the Jan.31 issueof the Winonan,
a letter written by Blanc Brummond
closed with an anonymous quote that
"(w)ar is an ugly thing but not the
ugliest of things. A man who has
nothing for which he is willing to
fight, nothing that he cares more
about than his own personal safety,
is a miserable creature who has no
chance of being free unless he is made
and kept so by the exertions of men
greater than himself."
But who is to say when an action
makes a man miserable? If he does
not believe the cause is just, or if he
believes that killing is wrong,
whether for religious or other reasons, how can he be considered
miserable?
Miserable is the man who commands another to murder by indirectly calling him "coward" and arguing that he only cares about his
own personal safety. The Lord declared, 'Thou shalt not kill." How
can anyone judge a person and label
him when the action judged is against
his religion. Do not judge those who
wish to live as being miserable. It is
an internal instinct of man to survive.
I feel and hear my instincts, and I
shall act accordingly.

Changes in
letter not
appropriate
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to my
letter to the editor printed in the Jan.
31 issue of the Winonan. I was pleased
to see my point of view presented in
the Winonan, but there were several
errors that appeared in the Winonan
article that were not present in my
draft to the editor. Some of these
errors can be characterized as typographical, but others exhibited
shoddy journalism by completely
altering the context of my letter.
In paragraph' one the Winonan
wrote "At present the anti-war
movement is confined to neo-sixties
demonstrations across the country
and a few well; publicized cases of
soldiers refusing to be deployed to
the Middle East." My original draft
was as follows: "At present the antiwar movement is confined to neo60s demonstrations across the country and a few well publicized cases
of soldiers refusing to be deployed
to the Middle East."
In paragraph five there are two
errors. The first one is where the
Winonan failed to capitalize the first
word in the sentence "this is not to
say other countries have not provided substantial contributions to
the multinational military coalition."
In my original draft that "this" is
capitalized. The second error in this
paragraph is far more grievous. The
sentence following the one noted
above reads "Indeed, Saudi Arabia,
Egypt, C-eat Britian and a host of
other countries have not made sizable contributions in money and
manpower to the military
coalition."in the Winonan version of
my letter ;n the letter submit! ocl‘o
the editor, however, this sentence
reads, "Indeed, Saudi Arabia, Egypt,
Great Britian and a host of other
countries have made sizable contributions in money and manpower to
the military coalition. I think the
Winonan would agree the substitution "...have not provided sizable
contributions ..." for my "...have
made sizable ..." drastically changes
the context of the sentence and possibly the whole article.
In paragraph six the Winonan

Travis Sonsalla
Junior accounting major

See Letters page 6
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"I did vote, because the war does
have a negative effect on education.
However, I agree with the United
States involvement in the Gulf, and
do support the war effortt."

Mike Marston
Freshman undecided

"No, I have my opinion in the war
and how it affects education, but
since the student senate is taking a
neutral position on their opinion of
the war and education no matter
how the student body votes...why
vote?

LeAnn Tillma
Junior business and German
major

"Yes, because it supports the
military personnel, but strives to
ensure that our student body representatives will work to keep the
negative effects (especially the
negative fiscal effects) to a minimum.

David M. Grant
Senior English major
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Let's talk turkey. Let's talk frozen yogurt. Let's talk
skim milk. Get to the point, you say? Ok, let's talk FAT.
Fat is what accumulates on some of our bodies ...(to
the dungeon with those who can eat forever and never
gain an ounce)...and it begins to accumulate about this
time of year...well after Christmas, well into winter
quarter. Asa result, we end up weighing well over what
we should. But hey, we need that extra insulation from
the brutal cold weather, right?
Bull puckey. If you haven't noticed already, I'm here
to tell you there's some major rationalizing going on.
We all do it...it's only natural, after all, that when
finished snarfing down that 2,000-calorie brownie
sundae, we rationalize by saying something like, "Well,
I could have had extra hot fudge but I turned it down.
Gotta watch what I eat, ya know."Yes, it's a common
practice to alleviate that guilt from our conscience.
Sometimes, we even try to make ourselves look good
compared to our friends who we claim chow down
more than we do.
Take two hypothetical roommates, Jane and Sue.
Jane and Sue go to Econo to get some groceries. Both are
junk-food junkies, and they fill their carts up accordingly.
When they get home, Jane lays on the counter the
following: one gallon of cookies-n-cream ice cream, one
package of Fudge Stripes, one box of Twinkies and four
Choco-Blisses. Sue, while unloading her groceries, sees
she brought the exact same items as Jane, except her
purchase of cookies-n-cream ice cream was only a halfgallon. Sue proceeds to harass Jane by taunting, "GEES
JANE! HAVE A LITTLE MORE ICE CREAM, WHY
DON'T YA. ARE YOU EXPECTING TO BE SNOWED
IN OR SOMETHING?" Hence, Sue has rationalized her
other fattening purchases by singling out Jane's one
larger purchase. (What Sue does not yet realize is that
she is just as big of a snarfer as Jane, perhaps bigger. Sue
will probably end up dipping into Jane's goodies when
hers are gone.)
My point here is: at times, perhaps, we feel so guilty
about what we consume we rationalize, but we also
justify our sins. Don't you just get a kick out of the
people standing in front of you in the Hardee's line and
you overhear them ordering a bacon double
cheesburger, a large fry—no, make that a super size, a
hot fudge sundae with extra nuts and a SMALL DIET
COKE? I just have to chuckle right there in line, and
think to myself, 'WHY NOT GO FOR THE LARGE
DIET, YOU IDIOT, WHY STOP NOW? GO FOR THE
CLASSIC COKE (gasp) OR EVEN A CHOCOLATE
SHAKE (louder gasp)! LIVE A LITTLE! TAKE A

"Does this mean we are married?" I asked Mother
Nature. It was cold and she was not answering my call.
Meanwhile, my feet were being put into a gentle,
loving numbness by Mr. Cupid-frost. What else could
this wasteland of a winter mean? So once again the
winter blues strike...my feet. With the combination of
war and the early February stretch, my attitude puts on
an executioner's hat. And, on top of everything else, I
think that little fun-loving Cupid's Day is fast approaching. Now, if that isn't just the most insane
"holiday." It is what a cause for joy is all about, reallyValentine's Day. The first thought that comes to mind
is the St. Valentine's Day Massacre. Usually, when
history books refer to that incident,
the massacre is referred to as the
Saint Valentine's Day Massacre. The
emphasis here is on the word "saint."
I imagine that reasons for this stem
from "it sounds better" to "it sounds
more terrible if we throw a religious
reference in there." Who wrote those
high school historybooks anyway? It
surely wasn't the unfortunate souls
that experienced the kiss of death
that fine and lovely day. Some days...
Ever since the war broke out, my
grades have been waging a war of
their own against my soul. Unfortunately, my grades have been falling. I look out to the
bleak world and many times I think, "What is the
point?" It seems that to some, peace can not be forged
except through death. For example, all the things we
should have said, all the things we should have done,
are not realized until death do us part.
Hmmmmmmmm. So many times the story has been
written about the son who doesn't realize who his
father is until his father is buried, whether that be at sea
or land. So, I ask, "What is the point?" And silence is
my only answer, along with the blowing winter winds.
If only I could find that Aeolian wind harp...
I guess the priorities of my life are changing. If this
is due to the war, so be it. I once heard it said that the
war is affecting almost all of us in subtle ways. I am
beginning to desperately realize that. The changes in
attitude and society are difficult, if not impossible, to
pinpoint. Therefore, the subtleness becomes apparent,

War against Iraq is wrong. War against
any country is morally wrong. I would like
to suggest, however, that this war is certainly not about morals and it is not based
simply on the free- flow of oil. Also, there are
people who seem to think this conflict is
about stopping agression throughout the
world as part of a "new world order" and a
"new world coalition." These people are
fools.
In China thousands of students and citizens are being killed for simply speaking out
for democracy. In Africa the people are on
the verge of a civil war to end Apartheid. In
Russia, tanks are crushing radio stations and
newspaper offices. In South America they
can't get anyone to become a judge because
over 50% of them have been killed in the past
three years by drug cartels. Are we sending
troops to any of these countries? No.
Why not? Because there is nothing in
those conflicts to benefit the "haves" - to
benefit America's economic interest. The fat
cats in the large corporations in the back
rooms with their big cigars, the guys who
control political contributions, the guys who
attempt to regulate money markets, the
corporations that control nominations of
presidents sponsor the $1,000 a plate din-

Emi
m..teN.

JILL FARRAND
CHANCE! WALK ON THE WILD SIDE! These are the
people who truly work on my last nerve and in the end
they'll justify their porking up by convincing themselves
that having that small diet coke made everything ok.
Please.
All this talk of gorging reminds me of the first time
I went to Dairy Queen during my freshman year. I lived
at CST (a fate worse than death back then) and a few
friends and I got an urge for ice cream. Now, all of us
were in fairly good shape and certainly not obese. So
there we were getting in line to order whan a group of
guys in front of us got their food and were leaving. On
the way out, we heard one of them say (pretty loudly),
"YEAH, THOSE CST GIRLS REALLY LIKE THAT ICE
CREAM!" I was appalled to say the the least. Who was
this (fill in the blank) and what interest did he have in
our eating habits? The guy who said it was working on
a large Blizzard himself. Like we were supposed to feel
ashamed because we were women and were eating ice
cream. We were probably supposed to be at home
watching our figures, right? Please.
I guess what I try to do is stick to eating foods that are
healthier, such as turkey, frozen yogurt and skim milk.
But, if once in a while I eat an occasional fudge brownie,
I'm just going to do just that — EAT IT. Not rationalize
it, not justify it, just eat the stupid thing. And maybe if
I get real crazy I'll go up to Garvin, look down at
Winona, and scream..."YES, I AM EATING THIS
FUDGE BROWNIE AND I LOVE IT! I DO NOT FEEL
GUILTY! IN FACT, I'M HAVING A BLAST EATING
THIS FUDGE BROWNIE! AND TO THE DAIRY
QUEEN GUYS FROM YEARS PAST, STICK IT IN YOU
EAR!" Literally.
THOUGHT FORT HE WEEK: You can practice your
chowing down skills at the Black Cultural Awareness
Association's Annual Soul Food Dinner, Saturday, Feb
9, 5 p.m. Call 457-5684 for tickets. There'll be a whole lot
of eatin' going on.

if you will. And even if I could pinpoint some of the
changes and all, it would be beyond my ability to try
and relay that information to you, the reader. Some
days...
For not unusual reasons, I watched the movie "The
Day After" last week. For some sadistic reason the
various ,depictigns of the post-apocalyptic world appeal to me. Anyway before the war took placeirrthe
movie there Were definicei";<time interesting chardetbr
developments. One tu,u: vas a college campus. A
student was watching the Lews and voiced that there
was no way we should go to war with Russia (in the
movie). The student then went on to say, "Now if it was
oil in Saudi Arabia, then I'd be worried." No kidding. Of course, the
implication here is setting the
Americans against the Soviets. But
anyway, this movie was made
somewhere around the year 1985.
And here it is six years later...a few
years after. The makers of "The Day
After" disclaimed that the depictions of the aftermath were probably much worse than they would
actually be in "real life." And, the
movie was concluded with hopes
that the world leaders would witness this movie and reconsider such
issues as nuclear war.
And here we are, six years later. Nuclear warfare is
probably the darkest thought in people's minds. Despite wanting to hear all of this, there was an interview
on MPR that hinted at the possibility of nuclear warfare, especially if Saddam turned to biological and
chemical warfare. All is mere speculation, but yikes!!!!
Really, I must ask, "What is the point of this all?"
"I don't imagine that we are married," I mused. Still,
Mother Nature offered no answer. My feet were only
getting colder, more distant, more unfelt. Mr. Jack Frost
must've been dancing fOr sadistic delight. I only then
realized that I could barely move anymore. Mother
Nature was not here. And the snow that slowly began
to fall was not hers. Rather it ca - , e from the artificial
clouds created by man to forge peace. Rigor mortis had
begun...

ners - they want this war. It will help the
"haves" here, it will help the "haves" in Israel,
and it will help return the power to the
"haves" in Kuwait.
Interestingly enough, we have a considerable amount of Jewish "haves" in the
United States. Russians, Chinese, Japanese
and Germans all rely on oil; yet they are not
significantly involved, even though fully
three fourths the world's population and
even a greater percentage of the industrial
productivity exists there. Why? No economic
benefit for the "haves" in those countries
and no significant Jewish population in those
countries - total confidence-I don't think so.
Let's face it, thebottom line is money, money,
money.
While I'm on a roll, I'd like to make another suggestion. Only five days before the
deadline did Congress fully debate the

Shopping. What is better to do than spending an
hour in the Super Pick searching for the next two week's
sustenance? Perhaps kick-boxing from the Phillipines
or a pool tournament on ESPN, but I don't think so.
Hi ho, hi ho it's into the aisles we go. Is it just me, or
does it seem like one can never go into the field of
grocery battle without feeling a little hungry? I've
never tried it, but I think I will eat this year's Thanksgiving dinner and then go to the local grocery and see if I
can not feel hungry. I usually realize that I am in trouble
when I hit the automatic doors and I have to stop at the
gumball machine.
"Automatic" doors. These were surely
invented by Satan. Somehow they always seem to get broken and the store
owner doesn't care so what is left is this
faux electric door (like at Videoland).
As I pace myself and take a couple of
steps onto the mat that should open
the door, I have confidence in the
thing. Well, I end up getting snot
from my now "Mike Tyson-like
nose" on the sign of the door that
says "IN."
Next it is on to the cart grave
yard where, God willing, I search
for a cart that won't pull me into
the stacks of jars in aisle 6. Forget it. Looking for a good
cart in this lot is like trying to find a peace demonstrator
with an IQ who doesn't drive a Volkswagen.
With my untrusty cart, I head off into the lines of
temptation. First aisle, what would one expect to find?
Yep, Twinkies, Oreos, Little Debbies, Fluff Bombs, Big
Debbies, Ho Hos, Snowballs,Ding Dongs and the perennial favorite Chips Ahoy. Show me a mother who
can survive all of her kids' outcries for a sugar fix, and
I'll find you a Kennedy who is a member of the NRA.
These things should have the surgeon's warning on
them. They should have a picture of a little kid with his
sleeve rolled up, a rubber tube wrapped around his
forearm and an Oreo poised to inject into it, right on the
package.
Hey, get out of my way! Some grandpa just cut me
off and almost put me into the pickle display. Have you
ever noticed how grumpy people are when they are at
the supermarket? I have figured this mystery out. All of
the grumpy people are people whose doctors have

JOHNNY

placed them on restricted diets. They hate life now that
they are in the grocery store, rolling past skinny people
who can eat whatever they want, and because they
have just passed the steak and burger aisle.
These people act like they own the store! Do you ever
notice how people get so pissed off when you are
looking for something and they are blocked in. They
make you feel like you are holding up their life. The
other day I took the wrong soup when this guy was
having an elephant because he couldn't pass me. Is it
my fault the Campbell's soup cans have exactly the
same label .and the soup section isl 0 feet long by eight
feet high? I guess I am ignorant for not memorizing the
exact position of each variety or forgetting to
pick up my soup map at the service
counter.
Try this. Next time someone
gives you a disgusted look and
makes one of those breathing
sounds, turn to them and say, "Listen lady, you knew you were too fat
to buy anything from this aisle, so
why did you take that left hand turn
and fantasize about it?"
Or say, "If your looking for one of
those asthma breathers, they are in aisle
7 and get some mouthwash while your at
it." 1 nportant safety tip:. First check and
see that they hay en't been to the frozen meat department .
Another thing you can do that is fun is ask for
samples at the deli counter. If you really want to tick
people off be indecisive and sample everything. Not
only do you get to work on a free meal, but you can also
tell who is on a special diet from their doctor.
When I get to that stage where I can only eat green
stuff and bran muffins, I suppose I will have to mount
a tomahawk missile on my specially armored cart.
Whenever I see one of those people who is all dressed
up, tan, muscular and generally doesn't have anything
to do all day other than talk to their personal trainer at
the gym, I'll have to let that puppy go! Scrrratttt! "Oops,
sorry I dropped this beer back there and I guess it must
have went off."
"Ed, clean up in the produce section. Looks like
another health scud."

Being the senate club
president and the subject
of political cartoons, this
worthless piece of paper
is not going to make me
look good.

I think it would be
prudent at this juncture to
see what the student
senate club in Winona
thinks before I give the
order to restore freedom
to the people of Kuwait.

I think the wording is a
little leading and why
does this club think they
can be me?

1)

The "transcending referendum"
The student senate's ill-fated attempt to address the student
body's view on the war in the Gulf falls short like the evil scuds
of some dictator.

Middle East situation. Only a few weeks
before the deadline did people in major cities
start protesting against war. And not until
after war had broken out did Winona State
University students try to hold a peace rally.
Where have all these people been since last
August? Where were all these people when
reserves were being called up when the U.N.
resolutions were being voted upon, when
the size of the American force suddenly
doubled - Christmas shopping?
It would be nice if Bush decided there
were too many Americans against this war
and ordered the troops to come home, but
he's not. It would be nice if the people in
countries everywhere said, "Enough is
enough. Too many people have died. No
land, no oil, no money and no political alliances are worth shedding one more drop of
blood. And it would be great if the soldiers

(One would have to guess that freedom was left off of the ballot!

on both sides of the line looked each other
straight in the eyes, said, "F— this," threw
down their guns and said ,"Let's go home,"
but it's not going to happen folks. No matter
how much you kick and scream, it's just not
going to happen. Why? There is too much at
risk for the "haves".
I read an essay by Margaret Mead titled,
"Warfare: An invention- Not a biological
necessity." Mead suggests that warfare is
nothing other than a bad invention and I
quote, "If we despair over the way in which
war seems such an ingrained habit of most of
the human race, we can take comfort in the
fact that a poor invent on will usually give
place to a better invention. For this, two
conditions, at least,are necessary. The people
recognize the detects of the old invention,
and someone must make a new one. Propaganda against warfare, documentation of its

terrible cost in human suffering and social
waste, these prepare the ground by teaching
people to feel that warfare is a defective
social institution...and in order to invent
forms of behavior which will make war obsolete." In other words, demonstrating is not
going to do any good unless we have signs
and banners with a long, detailed, alternative invention to replace war. Signs saying,
"No Blood for Oil," just arn't going to do it.
I am not saying that I have been completely devastated by this wrecking ball of
reality and I am not saying that our efforts,
although quite late in the game, were not
meaningful. But realistically, our cries for,
"No war in Kuwait!" have come a bit too late,
and I would like to suggest we use our
energies toward more productive activities
such as giving blood, sending letters to our
troops, and sending new inventions out to
political leaders. I would also like to remind
you that we are all Americans, however
fortunate or unfortunate that may be. But if
we don't put an end to these violent pro and
anti-war debates, we are going to end up
with more casualties here than in the Persian
Gulf.
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Continuer] from page 4
wrote "Unlike the U.S. military actions in Grenada and Panama, the
Iraq/Kuwait situation." This is not
even a sentence. It contains no verb
and does not come close to resembling what I wrote: "Unlike the U.S.
military actions in Panama and
Grenada, congress has sanctioned
the use of force with respect to the
Iraq/Kuwait situation."
In paragraph seven the Winonan
wrote "The anti-war activists need
to look beyond the surface of the
issue and come to the retaliation that
freedom that is at issue is not only
that Kuwait but that of international
community as a whole." The Winonan
took it upon itself to substitute "retaliation" for "realization" and failed
to insert the word "the" before the
words "issue" and "international
community." A look at my original
letter to the editor will show that
these words were present.
I would expect a few typographical errors in a letter to the editor in a
university newspaper. But errors this
grievous reflect poorly on my academic credentials and alter significantly what I was trying to say. I
hardly think a deliberate attempt at
sabotage would have done more
damage. I only hope Mrs. Urion, my
English teacher, did not read this
article. She, no doubt, would be
hanging her head in shame if she
had.
In light of the errors attributed to
me in the Winonan I ask that a correction be printed in the next issue.

Blane Brummond

Editor's note: The Winonan regrets the errors made in Blane Brummond's Letter to the
Editor in the Jan. 31 issue. His original letter
is printed below in its entirity, free of typographical errors.

Freedom of the
world is issue
behind the war
Dear Edhor,
Since the brutal Iraqi invasion of
Kuwait on Aug. 2, 1990, there has
been a growing anti-war movement
in the United States. At present the
anti-war movement is confined to
neo-sixties demonstrations across the
country and a few well publicized
cases of soldiers refusing to be deployed to the Middle East. Even so,
I feel compelled to respond to this
movement, not because I reject their
right to voice opposition to the government but because I've found the
arguments on which the movement
is based to be weak, at best.
The arguments individuals and
groups opposing U.S. military involvement in the Middle East use to
justify their position are based, for
the most part, on moral and legal
grounds. The moral justification for
opposing U.S. military action is based
on the assumption that oil is the sole
reason for U.S. interest in the conflict. As a result, U.S. soldiers dying
in a conflict with Iraq would be doing so, not for some grand ideal as in
World Wars I and II (to stop aggression and preserve democracy)
or Korea and Vietnam (to prevent
the spread of communism and preserve a people's right for self-determination) but rather, these soldiers
would be sacrificing their lives for a
far less noble cause—the price of oil.

What this argument fails to consider
is the moral justifications for our involvement in the conflict.
Following the Aug. 2 invasion
reports began to trickle out of Kuwait of atrocities committed by the
occupying force. According to the
witnesses who testified to these
atrocities before the United Nations,
murder, rape and torture was the
rule of the day rather than the exception. These reports were confirmed
by the international human rights
organization, Amnesty International. For the U.S. to have ignored
this outrage, as the anti-war argument implies, would have been morally iniquitous. President Bush's
decision to deploy troops to the
Persian Gulf may not have been able
to stop the atrocities being committed in Kuwait but it gave teeth to an
otherwise toothless policy of sanctions and international embargo.
In addition to a moral obligation
to the people of Kuwait, the U.S. had
a moral obligation to our friends in
the region. In the days following the
invasion there was considerable
anxiety over the prospect the vast
Iraqi war machine would extend its
aggression into the Arabian peninsula. When President Bush made
the decision to deploy troops to Saudi
Arabia he reconfirmed the commitment the U.S. has to defending its
allies in the region. In this vein the
U.S. also met an international moral
obligation.
There has been considerable discussion around the question of why
the U.S. is shouldering the lion's
share of the burden in the Persian
Gulf. The fact is the U.S. is the only
country in the world in a position to
do so. This is not to say other countries have not provided substantial

contributions to the multinational
military coalition. Indeed, Saudi

Free

0

Arabia, Egypt, Syria, Great Britain,
and a host of other countries have
made sizable contributions in money
and manpower to the military coalition. The United States, with the best
equipped, best trained and most
highly mobile military in the world,
had a moral obligation to the international community to stand up to
Hussein's aggression.
Another characteristic of the antiwar argument is the insistence by
some of its members that there is
something illegal going on with respect to the administration's decision
to deploy troops to the Persian Gulf.
The basis for this argument is the
contention that the president has no
constitutional authority to commit
troops in a military confrontation
without congressional approval. No
doubt many anti-war activists
holding this view were upset by the
recent congressional action giving
the president authority to use force
after Jan. 15 if Iraq did not pull out of
Kuwait. Unlike the U.S. military
actions in Grenada and Panama,
Congress has sanctioned the use of
force with respect to the Iraq/Kuwait situation. It would appear the
anti-war movement's legal arguments are also without foundation.
When the anti-war activists
present the situation in the Middle
East in simplistic, moralistic terms it
is not surprising many individuals
are drawn to their side. After all, "no
blood for oil" sounds nice and seems
to make sense. A closer look at the
issue, however, will expose a variety
of reasons justifying U.S. military
involvement in the area. The antiwar activists need to look beyond
the surface of the issue and come to
the realization that freedom that is
atthe issue is not only that of Kuwait
but of international community as a
whole. If Hussein's aggression is
allowed to go unchecked it will send
a signal to other despots that the
international community is not up
to the task of resisting aggression.
We owe it to the world to keep that
message from being sent.
I will close with the words of
someone who understood the price
of freedom—an understanding I feel
is missing in today's anti-war
movement.
"War is an ugly thing but not the
ugliest of things. A man who has
nothing for which he is willing to
fight, nothing that he cares about
more than his own personal safety,
is a miserable creature who has no
chance of being free unless made
and kept so by the exertions of men
greater than himself." Anonymous

Blane Brummond

Mistakes part
of learning
Dear Editor,
I would finally like to take this
opportunity to speak to on-campus
faculty and staff at Winona State,
especially the former, who may
happen to listen to KQAL Radio,
either out of habit or chance. As
general manager of the station, I endeavor to encourage feedback and
criticism about our on- and off-air
performance, primarily to remove
deficiencies and make better professionals-in-the-making out of our
students.
However, when such criticism
becomes myopic, parochial and, I
would say, relatively sophomoric,
with almost total disregard for the
overall spread and quality of KQAL's
strong performance, it becomes imperative that I respond, lest my silence be construed as an admission
of "guilt." When I ran into three
(business) professors earlier this
week, one of them noted that KQAL
had just recently won a national
award. I confirmed this, saying that
the award was in the area of news
and public affairs for college broadcasters. One of the other professors,
on hearing this, started poking fun at
KQAL news announcers, comparing
them to MPR (Minnesota Public Radio) news readers. To the best of my
recollection, this same professor had
made such remarks (to me) on two
other occasions over the past few
months. This time, however, it was
the proverbial last straw that broke
the camel's back, when this professor added, derisively, that if "KQAL
won that award then others must be

Get the AT&T Calling Card and your first call is free.
There's no better time to speak your mind.
Because now when you get your free AT&T Calling Card, you'll
get your first 15-minute call free*
With your AT&T Calling Card, you can call
keArgr
from almost anywhere to anywhere. And you
•0001,11,1*INI can keep your card, even if you move and get
311 : "OW '11
a new phone number.
ifitt cox
cnv- so 5,
Our Calling Card is part of the
r 554 4742 4

AT&T Student Saver Plus program, a whole patkage of products and
services designed to make a student's budget go farther.
So look for AT&T Calling Card applications on campus.
Or call us at 1 800 525-7955, Ext. 655.
And let freedom ring.

AMT. Helping make college life a little easier.

AT&T

The right choice.
'A $3.00 value for a coast-to-coast Calling Card call. Applies to customer-dialed calls made during the AT&T Night/
Weekend calling period, 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Thursday and llpm Friday through 5pm Sunday. You may receive
more or less calling time depending on when and when you call. Applications must be received by June 30, 1991.

really bad."
I do see some value in his point,
and I agreee whole-heartedly that
our (KQAL) news readers have to
improve. But that should not be the
focus of our attention! Mind you,
KQAL is a laboratory radio station,
where students come to learn. They
must make mistakes and learn from
those mistakes on their way to becoming professionals, such as those
found at MPR and elsewhere. If they
were as proficient as the so-called
professionals, then they would not
need to attend college, would they?
And, if they did not need college
education/training, then there
would be no need for KQALs and
Winona States. In conclusion, dear
friends, "grow up," as I am remembering that it is easier to be critical
than to be correct. Also, learn from
the experience because, as someone
wiser has said, learning is the greatest
experiment in life!

Apt Daniel
General Manager KQAL
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Inter-Residence Hall
Council events held
to combat cabin fever
C

Photos by Tamberlain Jacobs and Deb Benedett
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TOP LEFT: Lisa Rolsma, sophomore speech communication major,
begins to roll a section of her snowman during the Midwinter
Follies Acfivities sponsored by Inter-Residence Hall Council.
TOP RIGHT: Mark Biver, freshman criminal justice major, Jenny
Doffing, junior biology major, and Michelle Flom, junior accounting major, use joint cooperation to lift the middle of their snowman.
MIDDLE LEFT: Chris Johnson is devoured by a crocodile in his
rendition of "Crocodile Rock." He and his partner, Andy Bell,
placed second in the Blame it on the Snow Air Jam/ Lip Sync
Contest which was sponsored by the IRHC and Streamers.
MIDDLE RIGHT: Mark Biver, freshman criminal justice major, puts
the finishing touches on his group's snowman.
BOTTOM: Des Anton, freshman marketing major, and Sue Juaire,
freshman exercise science major, dance to rap music at the
Blame it on the Snow Air Jam/Lip Sync Contest. The group was
awarded first place in the event which took place last Saturday
night,

'A.
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English/math placement tests

Employment assistance

The English/math placement tests will be given on
Feb. 8 and March 11 from 8 to 10 a.m. in Minne Hall,
Room 107.
All new students must take the English and math
placements exams. Transfer students who have credit
for college level English and/or math courses are exempt, however. Admitted students may take the exam
at any scheduled time prior to registering for their
initial English and math courses.
Students must register to take the tests by visiting
the Advising and Retention Office, Somsen Hall, Room
113, or by calling 457-5587. Students must bring a
photo I.D. to the testing site.

Anyone graduating before Sept. 1, 1991 is invited to
attend placement sessions. Placement services will be
explained, registration materials reviewed, employer
directories distributed and job strategies discussed.
The remaining session is Feb. 12 for students from
the College of Education, including majors in education
from other colleges. It will be held in Minne Hall,
Room 107 at 3 and 4 p.m.

WSU Fencing Club meeting
What do a mother of three, a senior nursing major,
a father of two, a WSU freshman and a senior high and
junior high student all have in common?
They're all members of the WSU Fencing Club.
Come, take a look at us every Wednesday at 8 p.m.
in Talbot Gym. We're interested in you.

1FEEDING
11)Alf
FRENZY

International issues forum
The Current International Issues Forum Part II "Coping With War" will be held Friday, Feb. 8, 1-3 p.m. in
Minne Hall, Room 107. There will be discussion on the
psychological and sociological effects of war. The program is sponsored by the International St udies Program
and the Political Science Association.

U-PAC meetings
The University Programing Activities Committee
(U-PAC) meetings arc held on Mondays at 5 p.m.
Check at thC U-PAC office in the student union for the
meeting locations. Help bring the stars to Winona.

FEBRUARY 7,8,9,10

Soul food dinner
February is Black History Month and WSU's Office
of Cultural Diversity has scheduled its annual Soul
Food Dinner for this Saturday, Feb 9, at 5 p.m. in the
East Cafeteria of Kryzsko Commons.
The dinner is co-sponsored by WSU's Black Cultural
Awareness Association(BCAA).
Tickets are $6 and are available in advance only from
the BCAA office in Kryzsko Commons weekdays from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. or theCultural Diversity office weekdays
from 8 a.m. to noon.

Wind ensemble concert
A WSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble concert will
feature two students as instrumental soloists and one as
a student conductor. The concert, directed by Lee
Mendyck, is scheduled for Feb. 10 at 3 p.m. in the PAC
and is free and open to the public.

HARDSHELL
TACOS
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SUMMER JOBS
Rocky Mtn resorts looking for
Midwest students!
Over 800 jobs!
Get your application, preparation

TACO JOHNS." 1 ‘1%

The Good Taste Place

:

guide. names and addresses to
35 resorts.They've entrusted
"Summer Jobs - to find students.
Send $9.95, name, address. and
school to:
Summer Jobs. Box 47961
Mpls. MN 55447

GET YOUR DREAM JOBS
NOW! 100's of address/tel.
#s of JOBS OPEN IN PARADISE. Calif/Fla/Natl. Pks/
Cruise/Rafting. for Spring/
summer. HAVE A PAID
VACATION. CALL 1-900226-2644. $3/min.
ALASKA NOW HIRING
Logging, const., fishing,
nurses, teachers, etc. Up to
$7,000 mth. CALL NOW!
206-748-7544 Ext. A - 86.

HIRING Men - Women. Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL.
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOW! Call refundable.

1-206-736-7000, Ext.C455

SMA

RESEARCH PAPERS
19,278 to choose from — all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

Toll Free
Hot Line

800-351-0222
in CO1.1213)477-8226

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles. CA 90025
Custom research also available—all levels

Professional Papers, Inc.
.1 1,000'S Research Papers On-File!
Custom Writing Also!!! (Ruch SrTvirel
Send $2.00 or Call For A Catalogue.
MC • VISA • AMEX • ♦ 1-800-447-2431
10835 Santa Monica Blvd. (UM ) W. Las An.eles, CA 90025

FOR SALE:
Ski package for weekend at
Quadna Resort in Hill City,
MN.
Includes lodging, lift tickets &
complimentary cocktails.
$300.00 package, will sell for
$250.00
More info, call Denise
@ 452-6063.

'Fheati e of the Min ", roduction
The 20th "Theat roof the Min. will be presented by
the WSU Communication and Theater Arts Department Feb. 14,15 and 16 at 7 and 9 p.m. in the Dorothy B.
Magnus t heater of WSU's Performing Arts Center.
Tickets are $2 for students and senior citizens, $3 for
the general public and are available at the WSU Box
Office in the PAC, 5235.

One Act play auditions
The Theatre Department will be auditioning students for acting and technical positions for Student
Directed One-Act plays. These auditions will be on
Feb. 18 and 19 from 4 to 6 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m.There will
be 21 acting roles and six technical positions for five
one-acts. The five one-acts consist of two comedies;
"It's Only a Play" by Terrence McNally and "Sexual
Perversity in Chicago" by David Mam et. The last three
are tragedy/drama: "Vivien" by Percy Granger,
"Riders of the Sea" by John Synge, and "A Mask of
Hiroshima" by Ernest Ferlita.
The production dates will be April 16 - 21 in repertory. For more information on auditions and production please pick up a packet in the CTA office from
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays or contact Dan Eastman at
457-5247.

NEEDS CAMP COUNSELORS AND A
CAMP NURSE.

For more information Call Chris Coker
203-367 2267

v,,

wiELPWANTEIN Cruise Ship Jobs
NANNIES NEEDED

Mr. WSU contest
The 6th annual Mr. WSU Contest, sponsored by the
Student Services Committee of the WSU Student Senate, will be Feb.' 1 at 7 p.m. in Somsen Auditorium.

Located in the Berkshire Mountains of
Mass. 1000 acres with a private Lake.

rat

Well known agency has the
perfect job for you in Connecticut. Loving families, top salaries,
room and board, air fare paid.
CARE FOR KIDS, Dept. W PO
Box 27 Rowayton, CT 06853,
(203) 852-8111.

WSU Chess Club meeting
The Winona State University Chess Club meets
every Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the lower hyphen near
the Smaug in Kryzsko Commons. Everyone is welcome.

YMCA HI-ROCK

CENTS

„:4•-?4

Eating Disorders Group meeting
As of Feb. 4, at 7 p.m. the WSU Eating Disorders
Support Group will hold its weekly meeting at the
Newman Center to be more accessible to students.
Anyone with questions or concerns about eating disorders is welcome to join us to learn and grow. For
more information, either drop in on a Monday night or
call Cindy at 452-8328.

14
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IS IT TRUE... JEEPS FOR
$44 THROUGH THE 11.S.
GOV'T? CALL FOR FACTS!
504-649-5745 EXT. S-11131.
WHY RENT? HOMES FOR
$1, REPOS. GOV'T GIVEAWAY PROGRAMS! FOR
IN FORMATION.
504-641-8003 EXT. R-11131.

11 1 -1:2

: RING BREAK—

DAYTONA BEACH

• High quality beachfront accommodations for 7 exciting nights.
• Round trip chartered motor coach.
• Free pool deck parties, activities, &
promotions.
• Inter-Campus Programs I.D./Discount
card.
• On-location staff for complete
assistance.
• All taxes, tips, & service charges
included.

1
-0(
1
0

Call
Mike
457-2841
ARRANGEMENTS w

INTFFCAMPUS PROGRAMS

CMI's Top 5 List for goii'g to
South Padre this Spring
Break.
5) Drinking on the beach is
legal.
4) Mexico is 20 min. away.
3) Mexico's drinking age is
18.
2) 68 miles of beaches and
plenty of sun.
1) Para sailing, jet skiing,
deep sea fishing, windsurfing,
horse-back riding, The turle
lady and of course, partying.
Don't get left in the cold Come party in South Padre!
Spend eight fun filled days/ 7
endless nights at the newly
decorated/furnished Holiday
Inn on the beach. Free pool
deck parties, discounts,
hourly buses to Mexico and
much more! Lodging is only
$229 and round trip motor
coach is only $115. Call now
to reserve your place in the
sun! Call Kelly @ 452-3144.

ETERSDNAISai

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW'

DAYTONA BEACH
7 NIGHTS

SOUTH
PADRE ISLAND
S
AND 7 NIGHTS

STEAMBOAT

$119
$129
$96
x

2 5 AND 7 NIGHTS

FORT
LAUDERDALE
7
NIGHTS

PANAMA CITY BEACH
7 NIGHTS

CORPUS CHRISTI /
MUSTANG ISLAND
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

$13 7 *
$124 *
$108 `
$112

Advertise in
the Winonan

call 457-5677

Hey Krotch,
How's Mark??!!
Hey Twins See above!
Michelle Your books are calling.

CALL TOLL FREE TODA I

1-800-321-5911

'Lefty ARE YOU SLEEPING?!
What was it again? Merian
Harlo story?

'Depending on break dates and leogrn of 5(3V

Spring Break Mazatlan: Trip

incls air, 7nts Idg, free nightly
beer party, dsct Lpns, beach
evts. Mnpls dept. $419.00.

RAMY You did a great job for rush
week! You've got the right
stuff!!
Sigma Love
Barb Knight and Nicole
Wahlberg.
P.S. We'll be loving you U 4ever!

Lost
One set of keys. Contact Bill
at maintenance. 457-5045.

Chris the Ditcher isn't any richer
because she put the BEAST in
the ditch.
But that doesn't matter because
she wiggles and she giggles and
she is a PORK PRINCESS and
also the slop pool queen of
Winona.
Hey Chris, nice move outside of
Hardee's the other night.
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Comic troupe returns
to WSU for second time
By DENISE HUNGERFORD
Variety Editor

The "We Can Make You Laugh" troupe was
back in town last Thursday night challeuging a
Somsen auditorium crowd of about 800 people
to keep from cracking a smile at their antics.
The show, sponsored by University-Programming Activities Committee (U-PAC), featured three comedians performing stand-up
routines followed by a game show version of
"We Can Make You Laugh."
Four audience members were randomly selected from a group of people who believed
they could withstand the attacks of humor the
comedians hurled at them. They were called up
on stage and each were required to sit through
two minutes of each comedians best efforts
wihtout laughing. If the contestant was successful, he was awarded S25 and a T-shirt. However, if one of the judges, also selected from the
audience, ruled a contestant so much as smirked,
he had to settle for just a T-shirt.
Three of the contestants were successful and
went home with some extra cash.
This was the second year "We Can Make You
Laugh" performed at Winona State University.
Jodi Marafoit, U-PAC president, said the
$1,200 show was scheduled again due to positive audience reaction last year.
U-PAC Vice President Jeff Gaida was responsible for this year's presentation. He described the audience response to last week's
show as "incredible"

"It was a two hour comedy show and I'd say
99 percent of the audience was still there at the
end of the show," he said.
There is already speculation of booking the
treup e for a third year.
"We Can Make You Laugh" is a former television game show. The Kramer-Magnan Agency
bought the rights to the show several years ago
and took the act to the road.
Comedians Andre Kelly, George Calfrie and
Kermit Appeal make up the troop who travels
across the country bribing audiences not to
laugh.
Gaida said, along with practically every other
comic performer WSU hosts, these three characters included jokes and jabs toward the folks
who claim Iowa as their home state.
This act was "one of our biggest draws this
year," Gaida said.
U-PAC hasn't booked any other major performances before the end of the quarter, but they
will sponsor Open Union, a time for students to
use the bowling alleys, ping pong and pool
tables at no charge. They are also sponsoring a
North Stars Hockey trip this Saturday. The trip
is $15. Sign-up deadline is Friday at 4 p.m.

Carol Dose/Photo Editor

We Can Make You Laugh comedy troupe member Kermit
Spring quarter activities include an April 1 Appeal attempts to make the audience laught during his
per', ,; lance by Rick Kelly and possibly a concert in the courtyard.

monologue. The troupe performed in Somsen Auditorium
last Thursday night.

Plans begin for three-day seminar on hunger and debt
By STEVE TYKILLA
Winonan Staff
Winona State University will host "Hunger and Debt Issues: A Faculty
Institute on International Issues and the Curriculum," a three-day seminar
May 31 through June 2, 1991.
The institute will be conducted by Dr. Gabriel G. Manrique, a WSU
professor of economics and Dr. Ruth Forsythe, the director of the WSU
International Studies Program.

Goals of the hunger
and debt institute
• Professors can hear about the issues from people who are
working with the problems

"What Dr. Forsythe and I are trying to do is, although hunger and debt
is the theme, we would, like to address all the important international issues
and therefore improve the quality of education," Manrique said. "We hope
that the participants will get four things out of the institute."

• Professors can hear from other faculty who have incorporated
the issue in their classes.

The keynote speaker at the institute will be Jose Leviste, formerly the
executive of the World Food Council, the Assistant Secretary of Agriculture
in the Philippines and Secretary General to the Philippines' Prime Minister.
He is currently a consultant for the Asian Development Bank.

• We hope to make people aware of the materials available to
them through a resource room.

There will also be a panel from Iowa State University on malnutrition as
well as other experts in the development of global education.

• Professors can network with colleges with simular ideas.

The institute will be sponsored by both WSU's office of continuing

"What Dr. Forsythe and I are trying to do
is....address all the important issues and therefore improve the quality of education."
Gabriel ManriqUe
education-1717nter-Faith Hunger Appeal.
Manrique described Interfaith as an interdenominational group
based in New York, "a consortium of various religious groups that
works to alleviate world hunger."
"The great amount of third world hunger is directly related to the
debt in these countries," Manrique said. "These debts are mainly to
rich countries like the United States and Great Britain."
Applications for the institute must be received by Feb. 15, 1991.
Faculty from any discipline as well as high school teachers are welcome to attend. Only 30 applications will be accepted with the
selection will be based on a one page essay explaining the participants
interest and plans for curriculum or if applicants have already done
something in their class or through personal experience.

Education students participate in "Reading On the Mall"
By JENNIFER PETTIT
Asst. Variety Editor
Saturday afternoon the Winona Mall looked like something out of a Walt
Disney feature, not like an average February afternoon in Winona.
Perhaps it was the likeness' of Daniel Boone, Robin Hood, Babar, a dozen
princesses, two "hoods", one Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle and a variety of
other characters who gathered to march through the mall chanting, "We Love
Books!!" that threw people, or perhaps it was the colorful sets for the puppet
shows. However, for some people the event was planned.
For Donna Helble, an education professor at Winona State University, the
event was no surprise. The students in her children's literature class performed
the puppet shows.
"What we wanted to do was show children that everyone reads," she said.
She said that in addition to the eight puppet shows offered there were also
celebrity readers, including a pediatrician, the fire chief, a lawyer and the
super intendant of schools

"We wanted to show kids that no matter what your profession is you will
need to read," she said.
She said the whole plan was orchestrated due to research indicating that
the effect of taking a piece of literature and combine it with a special activity
helps the kids remember the story better. They will have improved retention
of characters, plot and scene.
She said that this was an important goal of the program: for children to be
interested in reading. She feels the puppet shows were successful in capturing
the children's interest.
"Every room was full, the children were riveted and I really think they
enjoyed it," she said.
Helble said that all of the plays were based on a piece of literature. She said
that students in her children's literature class were required, as a class
assignment, to recreate the literature into either a play or puppet show.
She said she also thought the afternoon was successful for her students.
"Either they enjoyed it a lot or they did a good job of pretending that they
did," she said.

Tam berlaln Jacobs/Winonan staff
"Bloomer the Clown" (Mary Cappel), a teacher for the public school system, reads to Carly Cappel for
the various children's readings at the Winona Mall last Saturday.

Helble's children's literature class will also be performing their selections
at Winona area schools. Helble said that she feels this is important because
the students in her class are future teachers. She said that in the long run this
program benefits both her students and the children viewing the programs.
"It is a way for my students to help children and also use their time and
talents for something they enjoy," she said.
Helble said she got a lot of compliments about the puppet shows.
"I got a lot of individual comments that it was very professional. They all
did a marvelous job," she said.
Other events at Reading on the Mall included face painting, a book
exchange and author Maryanne Weidt was on hand to sign her book, "Mr.
Blue Jeans - A story about Levi Strauss."
Helble estimated that 1000 to 1500 children attended the the event.
Reading On the Mall is sponsored by the Southeast Minnesota Reading
Council which is affiliated with the Minn. Reading Association and the
International Reading Association.

Rob H. Sklenar/Winonan Staff
Jenna Watts shows Jan Baldeshwiler, senior elementary education major, what color arrows she wants
painted on her face last Saturday at the Winona Mall.
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Movie gives new meaning to
the concept of marriage
By JOEL HESS
Movie Reviewer

Some people have to stand on their
head and name their sixth grade gym
teachers to become an American citizen, but if you're French superstar
Gerard Depardieu all you have to do
is marry Andie MacDowell. Such is
the plotline for Peter Weir's new romantic comedy, Green Card.
In his first English-speaking movie
Gerard Depardieu plays George
Faure, a Frenchman who marries
Andie MacDowell so that he can be a
citizen of the U.S. Andie MacDowell
plays Bronte Parrish, a horticulturist
who agrees to the marriage because
she wants a certain apartment that

has a beautiful greenhouse, but the
landlords will only rent to a married
couple.
A marriage of convenience that
turns in to a marriage of inconvenience when the Immigration Department becomes suspicious.
After the marriage they never expected to see one another again,
George becomes a waiter and Bronte
goes on with her life and her boyfriend
Phil. It's when the folks at Immigration start poking around that Bronte
must track George down. If they were
to get caught the both would receive
dire penalties. Bronte keeps George
well under wraps, she doesn't introduce him to any of her friends and
she doesn't tell her parents about him
either. It is only by accident that he
meets her best friend and her parents.

In the 48 hours that they have to
spend together they learn each other's
life backward and forward, and during that time they find out that they
are the missing pieces in each other's
lives. They stage photos of their honeymoon, George working around the
house, and vacations, all to make their
life together more believable.
Green Card was written especially
for Depardieu by director Peter Weir,
who also gave us Dead Poets Society
and Witness. Green Card also won
Golden Globes for Best Picture and
Best Actor. Green Card is Pretty
Woman with a dose of reality. There
aren't any expensive cars, trips to the
opera, or thousand dollar shopping
sprees, just a very well acted, directed,
and written romantic comedy.
*** 1 /2

CLUB CORNER
Public Relations
Student Society of America
Club President:: Tim Loftus

Club size: The club currently has
15-20 members.

Club purpose: To form teams of professionals and students to prepare for,
participate in and investigate the public relations profession.
Club activities: Activities include attending local and district conferences,
I hosting speakers at WSU and visiting
PR firms. 1 he club also sponsors various fund raisers.

1

How to join: Anyone interested
in public relations can join by attending weekly meetings on
Mondays at 5 p.m. in the PAC
conference room.
National membership dues are
S30 per year. There are no local
dues.
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Pain is an essential component of creativity. It serves
both to motivate and to inspire, providing a foundation
upon which the artist can turn loss and longing into a
thing of beauty. In some cases, this art can become a kind
of therapy, allowing its creator to come to terms with
their personal pain. Perhaps I can think of no greater
example of this delicate balance than Sting's newest album, The Soul Cages.
Fans have waited a long time for this one. Sting's last
album, ...Nothing like the Sun, was released over three
years ago. While he was never far from the public eye,
appearing both in films and on Broadway, Sting's absence
from the music charts was obvious and mysterious. To
understand why this album took so long to complete,
one must understand a little of his personal life.
Sting's mother died during the making of ...Nothing
Like the Sun and this loss shows through on that album,
particularly in the opening track, "The Lazarus Heart."
He dedicated the record to her and then embarked on a
year-and-a-half long world tour. About six months into
the tour, his father also passed away. From that moment
until two weeks before the recording of The Soul Cages, he
could write no lyrics, not even one rhyming couplet. It
wasn't until he began to work out his feelings about his
father and his past that the words could flow, and flow
they did. Images of water permeate this album, combining the looming presence of a father that Sting never
realized was so much a part of his life.
"Island of Souls," the disc's opening cut, is the most
obvious example of this presence. It tells of a boy who all
his life watches his father as a riveter on the huge ships
that the town produces and longs to transcend this
menial existence. Then, when an accident lands his father on the verge of death, he dreams of a different kind
of ship, one "that would carry his father and he to a place
they could never be found." This image of the helpless
child is the one that Sting, as a man, had to come to terms
with.
"All This Time," the album's first single, seems, at
first, to have little to do with pain or death. But beneath
its bouncy surface the song criticizes the ceremonial
excess of the Catholic funeral while the narrator longs to
bury his dead father at sea. Sting is a master at hiding
darkness beneath a candy coating (as witnessed in his
classic "Every Breath You Take") and carries the listener

,)

by

Steve Danuser

along with the undeniable pop hook.
Another example of this technique is "Why Should
I Cry For You," which seems at first to be a simple love
song in the classic mold. But the recurrence of the water
imagery and a close look at the lyrics shed a different
light. The song is actually dealing with mourning and
questions whether the father would really want his son
to weep for his loss. The son feels adrift without his
father's guidance, feeling both grief and guilt, wondering whether he loved his father enough. This duality of
theme makes this one of the strongest pieces on the
album.
'The Wild Sea" tells another of the narrator's dreams.
This time he is aboard a ship on a stormy sea and seems
to be in mortal danger until a sailor appears and guides
the ship safely through the storm. It is then that the
narrator realizes that the face under the cap is actually
his father's. This rather archetypal dream illustrates
Sting's realization about the importance his father
played in his life and thanks him, in a way, for being
there to guide him through his personal storms.
The mythic pattern continues in "The Soul Cages;" a
fisherman who traps souls in a cage is challenged to a
drinking contest by a young boy. Whoever is left standing at the end is the winner. There is a wager, of course,
if the child wins, the fisherman must let a soul go free,
but if the boy loses, his soul is forfeit. The boy wins, thus
redeeming his father's soul and fulfilling his dream
from "Island of Souls."
The album ends with the haunting "When Angels
Fall," a ballad that describes the journey of the two
souls high above the earth. Below them all mortal
constructs (churches, homes, tombstones) are passing
away, but they are untouched, free from the world's
control. A fitting end to the album's thematic structure.
There are departures from relative somberness,
however. "Mad About You," the next single, is classic
Sting, combining a stately melody with obsessive lyrics
about love. It is a guaranteed hit. "Jeremiah Blues (Part
1)" takes a fun poke at religion again.
The Soul Cages is the story of a man who only really
g to know his father after his death. The album never
comes across as contrived or faked and the emotion
that Sting expresses in every song is unquestionably
genuine.

ets

Looking for a
Summer Job?
Wisconsin Badger Camp, a camp for physically

and mentally challenged individuals and located
near Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin is taking
applications for summer employment. Positions
include:
Counselors, Head Cook, kitchen help,
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LIGHTEN UP
HIGHLIGHTING
SPECIAL
FOILS: HIGH OR
LOW LIGHTS
YOUR CHOICE

Health Care Supervisors, Dietary Technician. Also,
Recreation, Swim (2), Nature, Arts. & Crafts,—and
Camping/Fishing Directors.
Positions are for June 1 to August 17 with
salaries from $100/week to $250/week plus room

& board. Stop by the Student Union - Smaug Area
on Wednesday, February 6 from 9:00-4:00 for
information.
If you cannot attend, contact Badger Camp at:

P.O. Box 240
Platteville, WI 53818
(608) 348-9689
Call for an application & further information.

ONLY $25.95
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Dial 454-2173 RASCAL'S Hotline

REG. $35.00

CALL NOW
Parlor
&
Den
279 E. 3rd Street
454-4516

LARGE
PEPPERONI
PIZZA & A
LITER OF
POP

Wednesday Special $6.95 (+ tax)
FREE DELIVERY

NO
COUPON
NECESS ARY
YOU CAN PURCHASE A 12" PEPPERONI,
SAUSAGE OR EXTRA CHEESE PIZZA...FOR
ONLY $5.00. ORIGINAL CRUST ONLY.
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No other coupons,
substitutions, or additions
accepted with this otter.
MAY BE DISCONTINUED
WITHOUT NOTICE

WEDNESDAY ONLY

0►

454-3030
Mon - Wed 4pm-1 am
Thurs - Sat 4pm-2am
Sunday 4pm-1 2am

FAST, HOT DELIVERY
454-3403
2ND AND JOHNSON
DOWNTOWN
ACROSS FROM MINGLES
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VII NO NA
1201 Gilmore Ave.
(In the Winona Mall)

452 87 52
Limited Delivery Available After 4:00 P.M. With A $4.00 Minimum Purchase

r

One for you...with 8 toppings
One for the kids...with up to 2 toppings'

Ons for you...with 8 toppings
Ons for the kids...with up to 2 toppings*

99

I

YOUR CHOICE:
• ONE OF EACH!
• PANIPANITM
I • PIZZA! PIZZA!

NM Mill MI VALUABLE COUPON MI MIN Ell 1

TWO LARGE PIZZAS
li "FAMILY CHOICE"
I
I
I YOUR CHOICE: $12 " I
, • ONE OF EACH!
M1•1111•1=1 I

FAM LY CHOICE"

I

I
I

r

_I VALUABLE COUPON IIII ME NM 111

• PANIIPANIT"

1

8 Toppings Pizza (no substitutions or deletions)
includes pepperoni, mushrooms, onions, hem, ground beef, bacon,
green peppers, Italian sausage. Valid only with coupon at
participating Little Caesars. *Excludes extra cheese.

'1k Maims°
1991 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.

MN MI
1.1 MI

Expires:

14Lkt1eO1aiwi I
°1491 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.

MI

VALUABLE COUPON MN

NM MI 111

TWO SMALL I

5

PI

.

• ._,1

1

/111 EN MI VALUABLE COUPON 1.1 IIIII ME

THE PIZZAS
2 MEDIUM PIZZAS
7 SELECT TOPPINGS

'ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS!

ONLY

99 0...

each

Plus Tax

PLUS TAX WHERE APPLICABLE. Offer valid
on Pizza! 1i zzatTM or Pant
Pan!TM thrtt 9/10/91.
No coupon necessary.

YOUR CHOICE:

• ONE OF EACH! • PAN!PAN! . ' • PIZZA!PIZZA!'

Valid only with coupon at participating Little Caesars •Toppings to choose from
include pepperoni, mushrooms, onions, ham, ground beef, bacon, green

peppers, Italian sausage, hot peppers and anchovies Excludes extra cheese.

Expires: 3/31/91

LittleCasszi
0 1991

1.11 Ell

ervo

3/31/91

1

VALUABLE COUPON MI

$

I

8 Toppings Pizza (no substitutions or deletions)
includes pepperoni, mushrooms, onions, hem, ground beef, bacon,
green peppers, Italian sausage. Valid only with coupon et
participating Little Caesars. 'Excludes extra cheese.

Expires: 3/31/91

0

muslin

I • PIZZAIPIZZAI®

Plus Tax

Italian Sausage • Mushroom
'Pepperoni • Green Pepper • Ham
Ground Beef • Onion

r TWO LARGE PIZZAS
MUM ME

$

Plus Tax

YOUR CHOICE:
Valid only with coupon at participating Little Caesars.
Extra toppings available at additional cost.
*Excludes extra cheese.

Expires: 3/31/91

Lktleezeinax®
c1991 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.

111111 111111

CHOOSE ANY SEASONED CRUST FREE!
ON YOUR NEXT PIZZA!
PIZZA!"1 ORDER..

• SESAME • 'POPPY • GARLIC • PARMESAN•

I

99 1

• One of Each! • Pan!PanIT" • PizzalPizzal®

ALSO AVAILABLE IN LARGE

VALUABLE COUPON

NM

with cheese and 1 topping*

Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.

razy Crust

VALUABLE COUPON

Ell VALUABLE COUPON NMI NM

OPEN FOR LUNCH
11:00 A.M.
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PAPA JOHN'S ;

1//
jewelers

11112,:d,
Spice 1862

•

'restaurant

454-3643
77 Plaza East
Third St, at Lafayette
Winona, MN

HOURS:
M-Th 9-5:30, Frl 9-8, Sat 9-5

IP

V
V

Memos
American
Gem
Socisey

V
VALENTINE DAY SPECIALS If V
(DINE - IN ONLY)
V
Spaghetti Dinner for 2
Includes: 2 glasses of
wine or pop

S how your Valentine

you love her with a rose
of lasting beauty .. .
handcrafted in 14Kt. gold
overlay. From our
miniature rose collection
lovingly created
by Krementz.

Look F
Valent
Specie
eele!

$7.99

ri Heart - Shaped Pizza for 2

V

Includes: one-topping and
2 glasses of wine
or pop
JAP-4JWNS_,,
Piz za, Pub & Grill

PIZZA • PUB • GRILL
529 Huff Street Winona, MN

V

4 5 2 - 1 2 3 4 V'
11 VVIIVVVVVVYVVVVV

ZAMA.

STRCAPICRS

PRCSCHT •
•

4$
ENTINE'S
DAY
MCC:
THEME:

5th St. & Main

All kinds of good stuff!!

)

NOT—SO—FORMAL—SEMI—FORMAL
TIME & DATE:
9:00 PM— 1:00 AM
FEBRUARY 14
LOCATION:
EAST CAFE

ASK THAT SONCONC
AND 7

TWA FUN

PROCEEDS CO TO LOCAL CHARITY':

COST: $2.00 AT

THE

DOOR

Give a treat to
someone really
sweet!
Open 24 hours

"Ill!Pta,

/MIK\

VALENTINE'S DAY
FEBRUARY 14
DON'T FORGET TO SEND
THE ONE YOU LOVE A
SPECIAL SOMETHING

LARGE SELECTION OF
CARDS

BOOKF TORE
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Send your

m• More
le's Day
s In Next
WINONAN.
Show thatspecial

SWEETHEART a

message with a

WINONAN HEART

advertisement.

1

•

5-(oCidaj for
t,
45weetCleari5
4

'oaf,

The hearts will appear
in the paper on
Thursday, Feb. 14th.
The cost is only $2 per
heart.
Stop by the Winonan office

:404410,
10:4)

0 fij
caters
to every 9/
hear-Us desire
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Econo Floral for
v
"Romantic "Roses b the dozen ♦ fresh we
flowers • live green c bloornt-n8
plarrt-s to silk arranfiements vstu-Ffeci oda
animals I f love Lou" balloon

Rennernber

bouquets •q_ualif baskets
red tu lip s V "Mama*

Bear Hug Y.

•

•

We DELIVER so your

•

Give your Valentine a
bear hug this year. We
have a nice selection of
plush designed specially
for Valentine's Day gifts.
And, of course, we have
many Valentine cards to
choose from.

send them a balloon!

••

4.

in the lower hyphen of
Kryzsko Commons with
your message or call
457-5677.

someone you care -

Sweetheart doesn't
+urn sour. And to
help Sou 51.08

11041

sweet a.-fas
FLORAL
EXPRESS
LANE

•

$1.00 off on prepaid
orders

COMING
SnONI

$12.00 minimum
for free delivery

454-4040

as loons

over
Wenonah

Y-den-fines Daj

856 W. 5th Street

Gregory's Hallmark
Winona Mall

Offer expires 2-14-91

Your Vslantin Gift Giving Mao&

C3{1,Nrst NEW
tjEARS SPECIALS!
Feb. 15-18 10% off
everything on dinner menu.

On Mark & Center St.
across from Amtrak

Comes served with Shrimp
egg roll, Fried rice & Soup.

Only 2 Blocks East of Campus.

I Lunch Specials
11-3

Dinner Specials
3-9:30

Everyday
Open 7 days a week

• Monday & Thursday Night Special on
Pitchers 3-8
• Lunch Specials & Regular Menu

• Finger Foods

--

IN DOOR SUNTANNING

WESTGATE MALL
4 5 4 - 1 5 8 0

• Sandwiches

Eat In and Carry Out
507-452-1556

111 W. 3rd St.
Winona, Minnesota 55987

G

(

PERFECT FOR YOUR
VALENTINE SWEETHEART

Q

GREAT HUNAN RESTAURANT
Specializing in Chinese rood

• WINONA'S LARGESET SELECTION
OF SWIM SUITS.
• FROM SKIMPY TO FULL CUT AND
ONE PIECE SUITS.
• SOME STYLES AVAILABLE NOW!

ID'S Required

lrEN

Everything else is just a light
BUD
LIGHT)
(

DA?
(*14 41*

75 Plaza East

Winona, MN 55987
507-454-4071

On Valentines
Day Give Your
Sweetheart Fi
Gift in a
BALLOON
BU
LIG

"BALLOON & HEARTS
BOUQUET"
THE UNUSUAL COMBINATION OF A WICKER
BASKET, HEARTS, & A BALLOON WITH
FRAGRANT FLOWERS IS SURE TO BE A
SURPRIS.
N ON'T FORGE

Starts at $7 .50
Holds Any Gift:
- Bottle of Champagne
- Confetti, Ribbons, etc.
- Stuffed Animals
- Jewelry

• LARGE SUPPLY OF ROSES!!!

RDSE BOWL FLORAL & GIFT
CORNER OF 3RD & MAIN
454 - 1100
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Women's basketball team still losing
By TONY TORTORELLO
Asst. Sports Editor

Coach Mice Simpson didn't have many positive remarks about the Winona State
University women's basketball team after dropping two more Northern Sun Conference games.
WSU's losing streak hit 14, and the Warriors fell to 0-8 in NSC play and 5-15
overall.
The two losses came at home this past weekend against conference leader,
University of Minnesota-Duluth and Bemidji State University.
WSU came out with a new offense and defense for the Bulldogs.
"They are a 20 point team better than us," Simpson said. "The team implemented
a new offense and defense which worked in the first half."
In the first half, the Warriors were on top 30-27 with WSU shooting 45 percent
from the field and Duluth shooting 34 percent. Dina Kangas, an All-American
center led the Bulldogs with 34 points, hitting 15 field goals and 3 of 4 free throws.
WSU lost 70-48, with Duluth shooting 57 percent in the second half.
"Duluth adjusted to our game plan in the second half, and we couldn't be
competitive," Simpson said.
The Warriors only real threat was senior Lisa Parsons with 15 points.
Entering the game against Bemidji State the Warriors were looking to be
competitive and have more productivity out of the guards. Simpson started
freshman Kelly Mann.
"We have guards that can pass and dribble but nobody seems to be able to put the
ball in the basket," she said. "I started Kelly Mann and she took 20 shots and she
ended up with 17 points. That is what we need from the guards."
Bemidji State was leading the whole game, but the Warriors came within six
points at 60-54 with a little over 10 minutes left in the game behind the shooting of
Parsons and Mann.
The Beavers went on a 21-6 scoring parade in the second half and won 81-60. WSU
ended up with 22 turnovers compared to Bemidji's 16. Both teams shot horrible from
the field, as the Beavers shot 40 percent and the Warriors shot 39 percent. Parsons
led the Warriors once again with 25 points and Mann threw in 17 points.
Last week Parsons was named Northern Sun Conference Player of the week.
Parsons scored 53 points and grabbed 15 rebounds in two games last week. She shot
62 percent from the field and 79 percent from the free throw line. The senior center
added three blocks, three steals and two assists.
Winona State travels to play the University of Minnesota-Morris on Friday.

Wor

Rob H. Sklenar/VVinonan Staff
After stealing the ball, Lisa Parsons looked to start a three on one fast break with Julie Hunger and Molly Ritter.

Leaf doubles as tennis and
assistant basketball coach
By BRYAN LE MONDS
Winonan Staff

Rob H. Sklenar/Winonan Staff
Performing a split leap, junior Sara Nast soared high above the beam during the women's gymnastics
meet in LaCrosse, Wis. last Saturday.

Nast's meet record
leads the Warrior
gymnasts to victory
By JIM ANDERSON
Sports Editor
Junior Sara Nast won the uneven parallel bars with a meet
record 9.4 as she led the Winona
State University gymnastics team
to the team title at the University
of Wisconsin-La Crosse Invitational on Saturday.
Nast has won the bars three
consecutive years at the Invitational.
The Warriors won the meet
with a 144.5 total. The meet was
scored with the top four individuals counted instead of the top
five, which is customary in Division 11,
"It was certainly our strongest

meet of the season so far," WSU coach
Steve Juaire said. "Everybody did a
really good job and we had a real
good balance throughout the team.
We had a number of outstanding
performances from everybody."
Juaire said the score was top
notch.
"If we would have scored the
meet, we would have scored 179.05
points which is outstanding.
Junior Nikki Setnicker was first
in the floor exercise (9,3), second in
the all-around (36.75) and third on
both the vault (9.25) and beam (9.25).
Junior Michelle Van Duyse was
third in the all-around (35.85 , third
on the bars (9.1) and fourth in both
the floor (9.1) and the beam (9.0).
Rachelle Elefson finished fourth on.

the floor with a 9.1.
"Our people are really coming
through," luaire said. "Van Duyse
had a fine all-around and Rachelle
did a good job on the floor."
Juaireadded that the beam came
through for the Warriors.
"We're not having as many falls
at this point of the season, and that's
why we're getting tough on that
event," he said. 'The beam can
make or break an event and right
now it's helping us."
Juaire also mentioned that
sophomore Tifani Shaffer is corning back to form after injuries.
"Tifani is deli nitely getti ng back
in form and she will help us in the
weeks to come," he said.

A Winona State University coach
finds no conflict coaching two sports
that overlap.
Mike Leaf is the assistant coach
for Winona State basketball and the
head men's tennis coach.
He developed an interest in
coaching basketball while playing at
Saint Mary's College.
Unlike basketball, tennis is new
to Leaf's day. It began when Robert
Gunner retired last year.
Dwight Marston, WSU men's
athletic director, said Leaf was perfect for the job.
"His qualifications and knowledge of the sport will be a great asset
for the team,"Marston said.
Leaf, a Winona Cotter High
graduate, was head coach at Cotter
and played varsity tennis at St.
Mary's.
Leaf's day is long but; he says,
manageable.
He teaches a couple of classes in
the morning a nd then is at basketball
practice from 2 to 4 p.m.
After a two-hour break, Leaf is
back in the gym to coach tennis,
which runs until 7 p.m. and sometimes later.
But his day is not over then.
After tennis practice, Leaf recruits
for his basketball and tennis teams.
Sometimes he is in his office making
phone calls to potential athletes until 10 p.m.
Leafs' duties are officially onethird teaching, one-third tennis and
one- third basketball.

He finds no conflict coaching two
sports, noting that head basketball
coach Jerry Naumann recommended
him for the tennis job.
He realizes that my afternoons
are only for basketball and my evenings are only for tennis," Leaf said.
Leaf said that the transition from
basketball to tennis is not really a
problem.
He sees both sports as mental
activities.
"After a basketball game, one has
to be immediately prepared for the
next game. After a shot in tennis,
one has to be immediately prepared
for the next shot," he said.
But he recognizes one big difference.
"Tennis is more individualized
and basketball is more team orientated," Leaf said.
The transition is easy for him. "I
love competition in both and I love
to succeed," Leaf said.
Basketball is difficult for him this
season because the team is not
winning as the team is 7-13 overall.
"But unlike many coaches, I have
two chances in one year to have a
very successful year, " Leaf jokingly
said.
In his first yearof tennis, he has 15
tennis athletes on his roster.
"The tennis team had very a successful season last year and placed
third in the conference. I think we
have the talent to win the conference
championship this year," Leaf said.
He has made some changes, including tougher matches to prepare
for the conference and the district
championships. He has added a lot

more conditioning, weight training
and recruiting.
Leaf said that his teaching also
compliments his coaching.
"I believe coaching and teaching
are the same. In order to be a good

Mike Leaf
coach, one has to be a good teacher.
They both have to be enthusiastic yet
have discipline," Leaf said.
Leaf said that he recommends his
basketball athletes to play tennis after the basketball season.
He said that David White is his
only athlete that has taken his advice.
Asked his favorite sport, Leaf said,
"Basketball is my favorite in the afternoon and tennis is my favorite in
the evening."

Men's basketball fighting to
stay out of last place in NIC
By JONATHAN MAZE
Winonan Staff

For a while, things started looking good for the Winona State University men's basketball team. The
Warriors won two in a row and some
of the players were talking about
playoff chances after last Tuesday's
win against UM-Morris. Despite how
dismal this season has been, things
were looking up.
How quickly things change.
WSU lost both of the past week's
games, including their second loss
this season to conference foe, Southwest State University on Saturday,
to drop the Warriors to 8-15 overall
and 2-5 in the Northern
Intercollegiate Conference. WSU is
now playing Bemidji State University on Friday night to keep from
being in a tie for last place in the NIC.
"If we win Friday, Bemidji will be

in last place," Warrior coach Jerry
Nauman said. "If we lose, we will be
in a tie with Bemidji for last place.
Either way I don't think that we will
be in last place alone."
On Saturday, WSU went to
Marshall, Minn. fora rematch against
the team which beat WSU in the
conference opener, 64-62. The Warriors found themselves unable to find
the basket as they made a dismal 21
of their 59 shots for 36 percent en
route to a 64-56 loss to the Mustangs.
"Guys like Matt Lingenfelser who
shot 3 for 9 should make 60 percent
from where Matt shoots," Nauman
said. "And Tom Brown had a bad
game for him. He made only 2 of 11
shots. When two key guys like them
shoot like that, it's hard for them to
win.
"I'm not blaming them, they're
just kids, it happens."
Senior guard Darren Miller was

the lone bright spot in the game for
the Warriors as six of his seven field
goals were made from three-point
range. Miller scored a game-high 23
points in a game featuring three of
the NIC's leading scorers in Brown
and the Mustangs' Andre Beasley
and Terrence Williams. Beasley, the
NIC's top scorer, and Williams were
held to 15 and 17 points respectively.
"Our objective for the game was
to hold Beasley and Williams to
around 15 or 16 points. We did that,
yet we still lost," Nauman said. "If
we would have shot better we would
have won the game."
Four of Miller's three-pointers
came in the final four minutes of the
game, but came too late. No other
Warrior managed to get into double

See M. basketball, page 15
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figures. The next highest scorer was
senior guard Anthony Scott with
eight points.
WSU then went to La Crosse on
Monday for a game against the
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse.
The Warriors found themselves
pummeled by a barrage of UW-L
three-pointers as La Crosse upended
WSU 85-77 in a non-conference game.
UW-L hit 14 of their 23 shots from
the three-point line. David Shaw and
Tom Olson contributed five threepointers each. Miller countered for
the Warriors with three of his own
but it wasn't enough to overcome La
Crosse.
"The team has learned to get up
for conference foes," Nauman said.
"They feel that non-conference
games are unimportant and they
played that way."
WSU was led by freshman center
Ted Conway who poured in 23 points
and grabbed 11 rebounds. The others were, Lingenfelser with 16, Miller,
who got 15 and Brown with 13 points.
WSU plays Bemidji on Friday and
then takes on NIC leader UM-Duluth
on Saturday. Both ga mes are at home.

Bergner, Zebro lead Warrior
men's track team at La Crosse
By KENT BAUMAN
Winonan Staff

There were numerous personal
bests reached this past Friday as
the Winona State University track
team traveled to La Crosse to take
on the University of Wisconsin- La
Crosse.
The Warriors were led by Wade
Bergner as he ran a personal best in
the 3,000 meter run as he crossed
the finish line with a time of 8:54.95.
It was great considering he had
a problem with his IT band and he
didn't get trained real hard in January," men's track coach Daryl
Henderson said. "He is just getting
back into shape and that is a good

sign that there are still good things to
But there were also others who
come."
placed in the meet.
Bergner agreed with Henderson.
Rob Zebre , won the high jump
"I'm just coming back, and in the competition with a leap of 6'0" and
next two weeks I hope my times in the triple jump competition Jeff
come down to qualify for nationals," Gudmunson recorded a 39'2,5"
he said.
which was good enough to take
Bergner wasn't the only runner to second place honors and John
turn in his best as there were nu- 'Krueger had a 39'2" good for third
merous others that had personal place in the same event.
bests.
The team takes to the road this
In the 5000-meter race Steve Maze Friday as they will go to the Uniplaced third with a time of 16:42.27. versity of Wisconsin-Stout to comIn the 1,500 meter race Marc Moore pete in the Burger King Classic.
ran in 4.21.83, and in the 800 meter
race Bryan Le Monds placed second
"We're making progress towards
in 2.02.33.
the conference meet and we' re ahead
"About all our long distance guys of where we were last year," Maze
ran personal bests," Henderson said. said.

Ryan qualifies for
championships
By BRYAN LE MONDS
Winonan Staff

Maureen Ryan was the highlight
for the Winona State University
women's track and field team as she
qualified for the National Athletic
Intercollegiate Association indoor
national championships in a meet
last Saturday at St. Cloud State.
Mankato State won the meet with
a 115 total.
Ryan, a junior sprinter from
Kenosha, Wis., qualified for the
NAIA national indoor meet in the
500-meter run to be held in Kansas
City, Mo.
She was also named the Northern
Sun Conference athlete of the week.

Ryan ran a fully automatic time
of 1:22.95 in the 500-meter run. Her
time also shaved three seconds off
the WSU record in the 500-meter
run.
Freshman Barb Trampel also established a new mark in the 300meters as she ran it in 48.5.
Head Coach Marge Moravec said
that the meet went well.
"We were better than the last
meet, but there is still a lot of room
for improvement," Moravec said.
She said that she was very impressed with Ryan's performance.
"She ran a great race and we are
also going to try to qualify her in the
400-meters for the nationals."
Moravec said.

Concentration

MEXICAN RESTAURANT

Students
Aff

STUDENT MEGA
Savings Card
Save up to over $200.00

Don't forget to get megatized.
Every Thursday!

Freshman Kirk Williams receives a UW Stout serve and passes
forward to set up a Winona State offensive attack. The men's

Jennifer von Allmen/Asst. Photo Editor
volleyball team defeated UW Stout in three games last Sunday
night in Talbot Gymnasium.

Send a HEART to your
WEETHE9WI !
Send a message to that special
someone on Valentine's Day. Use a
heart to send a message to all your
friends who read the Winonan. All heart
messages will appear in a special
Valentine's section of the Winonan on
Feb. 14.

$2.00 per Heart

Cash only. Bring to the
Winonan office in the
lower hyphen
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BE SURE TO PICK UP YOUR

-

FREE

gods

THIS WEEKENDS
FAMILY MATINEE IS

Winona's Largest Locally Owned Super Market"
126 East 5th Street

7 a.m. to 10 p.m. - 7 Days A Week

T. ROUGH TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12:491

LITTLE
SIZZLERS
•
REGULAR • HOT • PATTIES

• 1107 11111
At et •otit se

'5°0 OFF

1006 1.

HORMEL CURE 81 HALF HAMS

Limit one coupon per customer. Good only at Midtown Foods.
Expkres 2.12.91.

HORMEL SMOKIES

FRESH FROM OUR DELI

LEAN PORK

COUNTRY STYLE RIBS

$ 1 "

i

$ 11 29 LB.

at

4

$ 1 39

LOUIS RICH DELI

CORN
KING BACON *t.
REGULAR OR LOW SALT

MIDTOWN'S OWN HOMEMADE

MEAT LOAF MIX

$ 1159

Bac.On

LB.

40' SIZE MARS
CANDY BARS

FOLGERS-26 OZ.

LIQUID
ALL
DETERGENT

" SNICKERS & TWIX
REGULAR ONLY
&Ms • 3 MUSKETEERS!

COFFEE
2 GRINDS

$2 99

$1 99
NABISCO

NABISCO

COOKIES

RITZ BITS
SANDWICHES

CHIPS AHOY

• REGULAR • CHEWY • STRIPED •
SPRINKLED • 14.5-18 OZ.

LIMIT 2 CANS

16.5 OZ.

PEANUT BUTTER OR CHEESE
10.5 OZ.

SLOPPY JOE MIX

Limit one coupon per customer. Good only at
Midtown Foods. Expires 2-12-91.
CV63

59 6

FRESH PRODUCE SAVINGS

FROZEN AND DAIRY SPECIALS
rr,as:
A P-12X' ZipAircLA

CELERY
FRESH
AND
CRISP

EACH
'1

rrrzpralat

C-'rr)195

ICE
CREAM

2

PEA PODS $ 2 19

t B.

CRISP

GREEN PEPPERS
SWEET

44!".

'7;

YELLOW
ONIONS
MUSHROOMS
8 OZ.

99c

VANILLA
& NEW YORK

ALL OTHER FLAVORS $3.29

3 LBS

39.A
59e

tol°
Talmsnss6 -

69

BREAD DOUGH
5.1 LB. LOAVES

FOR S 5 9 9

4743"

99e

„000:: SIMPLY FRESH

• HASHBROWNS • MASHED POTATOES
• SOUTHERN FRIED HASHBROWNS
20 OZ. PACKAGE

-1101.4

CARROTS
2 LBS

RICH'S

•

2" PIZZAS

TENDER

mtcV

■

5 QUART PAIL

TOMBSTONE THIN CRUST

r

71,

KEMPS

Rohm Kattli
%re hong or

mit% sHED
POTATOES
Mak ha. cad ham beil rid, mart
Noe hues dried osurf

BUY ONE,
GET ONE

FREE!

59

